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INTRODUCTION



INSTALLING THE GAME



CARRIER STRIKE simulates naval-air battles in the South Pacific during WWII. CARRIER STRIKE can be used to recreate historical battles or random-historical battles (battles that could have happened at a particular time). The Campaign Game allows you to complete one battle and jump immediately into a new battle. Ships sunk or badly damaged in one battle will be unavailable for the next battle. The Campaign Game allows one battle per month from May 1942 to June 1944.



Use the instructions on your Data Card to install and play CARRIER STRIKE.



In CARRIER STRIKE you issue movement orders to friendly Task Forces (TFs) and direct the Flight Operations on your carriers. Flight operations consist of selecting ordnance for bombers; moving aircraft from the hangar to the flight deck; launching aircraft on CAP, search and strike missions; and selecting or changing strike targets.



YOUR GAME BOX SHOULD CONTAIN • Disk



• Rule Book



• Data Card



STARTUP BACKUP DISKS



SOUNDCARD SETUP Check your Data Card for any information relating to the selection of your computer’s soundcard system.



DOCUMENTATION CHECK To verify that you have a legitimate copy of the game you will be asked to answer a question using information from this rule book. Note: Do not count section headings as part of paragraphs. See your Data Card for any further instructions.



GAME CONCEPTS GAME SCALE Each hex on the map is 17 miles across. Each daylight turn is 20 minutes. Each night turn is 1 hour (see the “Night” section on page 11).



TERRAIN AND UNITS CARRIER STRIKE map areas contain the following types of terrain:



Your game disk has no physical copy protection, so please make a backup copy and put the original away for safekeeping. Use the information that came with your computer to make the backup copy.



• Open sea (light blue or light blue with a red dot)



README FILE



• Coastal (gray, green, and light blue)



Your game disk may come with a README file that contains rules updates and/or errata. Please read this file before playing the game.



• Land (gray and green)



• Restricted waters (light blue with a dark blue dot or light blue with a dark blue and red dot)



Terrain will affect naval movement as follows: • Task Forces may never enter a land hex. • Task Forces may never move through a land hex side.



In addition to the above movement restrictions, Task Forces (TFs) in restricted waters or coastal hexes will be easier to sight and more vulnerable to submarine attacks. The map shows the various TFs involved in the battle by single ship icons (one TF) or double ship icons (more than one TF). Air strikes are shown by plane icons. Air units on CAP and Search missions are not shown on the map. Both sides always operate in a hidden mode unless spotted by enemy forces.



SHIP ABBREVIATIONS ID



DESCRIPTION



ID



DESCRIPTION



CV BB CA CS DD AO APD



Fleet Carrier Battleship Heavy Cruiser Seaplane Cruiser Destroyer Oiler Destroyer Transport



CVL BC CL CLAA DE AP



Light Carrier Battlecruiser Light Cruiser Light AA Cruiser Destroyer Escort Transport



GAME ABBREVIATIONS



COMBAT FORCES



A list of the game abbreviations is on page 77.



A typical battle in CARRIER STRIKE will contain some or all of the following:



GAME TERMINOLOGY



1. Carrier TFs 2. Surface Combat TFs 3. Bombardment TFs 4. Transport TFs 5. Replenishment TFs 6. Land Based Air Groups You will be assigned a mission to bombard or unload transports at a land base or to prevent your opponent from doing the same. You must use your carrier forces to assist friendly forces and prevent enemy forces from completing their missions. In CARRIER STRIKE you have limited control over the air missions from airfields. (See the section on “Airfields” on page 34.)



The following three sections will help explain some of the game terms used in the manual for aircraft, ships, and weapons. AIRCRAFT TERMINOLOGY • Dogfight is the aircraft’s ability to hit enemy aircraft and to avoid being hit. • Cannon is the aircraft’s ability to destroy enemy aircraft. • Load is the aircraft’s bomb load capacity. • Endurance is normal time in air (number of 20 minute turns). • Durability is how much damage an aircraft can take before being destroyed. SHIP TERMINOLOGY • Speed is how fast the ship can possibly travel. • Durability is how much damage the ship can take before being destroyed. • Armor is the ship’s defensive rating against enemy bombs, shells, and torpedoes.
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• Capacity is the amount of either aircraft or cargo that a ship can carry. WEAPON TERMINOLOGY • Warhead is the amount of damage and penetration the weapon can inflict. • Flak is the flak effectiveness rating against enemy aircraft. • Range is the weapon’s surface combat range for ship-to-ship fire. • Accuracy is the weapon’s rating to determine hits on the enemy.



TUTORIAL In order to give you an idea of how to play CARRIER STRIKE, a tutorial has been included in the manual (see Page 48).



SUMMARY OF GAME MENUS A few of the important game menus that are included in the main body of the manual have been duplicated and grouped together for you at the end of the manual. These are especially useful when playing with the keyboard.
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TALKING TO THE COMPUTER USING THE KEYBOARD Note for IBM users: Make sure your [Num Lock] and [Caps Lock] are off before playing.



SETTING UP THE GAME When you start a game, the Setup Menu allows you to load saved games or set up new ones. You can return to this menu while playing by selecting ESC on the General Orders Menu and SETUP on the Options Menu.



Use the following keys to move the cursor around the map in large increments:



Setup Menu



I



SCENARIO



PLAYER



BALANCE



SAVED GAME



JAPANESE COMPUTER



MAX HELP JAPANESE



CORAL SEA



ALLIED COMPUTER



HELP JAPANESE



MIDWAY



BOTH HUMAN



EVEN



EASTERN SOLOMONS



BOTH COMPUTER



HELP ALLIED



J



K M



Use the following keys on the numeric keypad to move the cursor: 7 4 1



8 2



9 6 3



Note: Using the “2” or “8” keys will move the cursor generally either south or north, respectively, due to the hex grid. HOTKEYS Other options can be accessed with hotkey commands. These commands are listed on the back of this rule book and can be displayed during the game by pressing the “?” key.



USING THE MOUSE Use the mouse to move the pointer over the menu items and buttons. To move around the map, click the pointer at the edges of the map. To select hexes or units, click the pointer over the desired hex. Use the left mouse button to activate the Unit Menu over a particular unit (Task Force, Air Strike, or Airfield). If you click the right mouse button, you will be given information about friendly units in the hex. To escape out of most menus, click the right mouse button. All keyboard commands also work if you are using a mouse.



SANTA CRUZ



MAX HELP ALLIED



TOROKINA MARIANAS ACCEPT SETUP



Using the mouse, place the mouse pointer over the box you wish to select and click the left mouse button. After making your selections, place the mouse pointer over the ACCEPT SETUP box and click the left mouse button. Using keyboard, you can use the “4” and “6” keys (or the left and right arrow keys) to move from SCENARIO to PLAYER to BALANCE. Use the “8” and “2” keys (or the up and down arrow keys) to alter your selection. Press to accept your selections.



SCENARIO selection allows you to load a saved game or start one of the scenarios: Saved Game loads a previously saved game. When you select this option, you will be asked to choose from a list of five different saved games (a-e). From the keyboard type in one of the letters (a-e) or with a mouse, place the pointer over one of the boxes (a-e) and click the left mouse button. It would be helpful to you to keep a list of your saved games while you play or look at the game directory before playing the game. Note: When you load a saved game, remember to reset the Player and Balance options. Coral Sea (7-9 May 1942) The Japanese attempt to capture Port Moresby by sea. The carriers Shokaku, Zuikaku, and Shoho were used to cover inadequate surface and amphibious forces. The Allies countered with carriers Lexington and Yorktown in history’s first carrier vs. carrier battle.



Japanese Objectives: Unload transports at Port Moresby, bombard Port Moresby, and destroy Allied fleet. Allied Objectives: Protect Port Moresby and destroy Japanese fleet.
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Midway (4-6 June 1942) The Midway operation was the Combined Fleet’s first attempt to lure the Americans into a “decisive battle.” The Japanese plan squandered their numerical advantage by spreading their ships all over the Northern and Western Pacific. The carrier strike force with carriers Akagi, Kaga, Hiryu, and Soryu was sent ahead of the fleet to neutralize the airfield on Midway. Thanks to their codebreakers the Americans knew they were coming. American carriers Yorktown, Enterprise, and Hornet surprised the Japanese near Midway on June 4th.



Japanese Objectives: Unload transports at Midway, bombard Midway, and destroy Allied fleet. Allied Objectives: Protect Midway and destroy Japanese fleet. Eastern Solomons (24-25 August 1942) This was the Combined Fleet’s first general fleet action to support amphibious landings on Guadalcanal. Carriers Shokaku, Zuikaku, and Ryujo, along with a powerful surface force of 3 battleships, 12 heavy cruisers, 3 light cruisers, and 25 destroyers were deployed to cover a pitifully weak amphibious force with just 1,500 SNLF troops (the U.S. 1st marine Division had over 10,000 combatants on the island). The Americans had the carriers Saratoga and Enterprise in the immediate area and the carrier Wasp refueling 250 miles farther south.



Japanese Objectives: Unload transports at Tassafaronga, bomb Henderson Field, and destroy Allied fleet. Allied Objectives: Protect Henderson Field and destroy Japanese fleet.
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Santa Cruz (25-26 October 1942) Admiral “Bull” Halsey took command of South Pacific Forces in mid-October. To prove his aggressive spirit he planned an immediate carrier strike against the Japanese Fleet patrolling north of Guadalcanal. American carriers Enterprise and Hornet engaged the Japanese carriers Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, and Zuiho in Japan’s last chance for a “decisive” carrier battle.



Japanese Objectives: Bomb Henderson Field and destroy Allied fleet. Allied Objectives: Protect Henderson Field and destroy Japanese fleet. Torokina (1-3 November 1943) (Hypothetical) When U.S. Marines hit the beach at Torokina, it was the first step in Operation Cartwheel, the plan to encircle and beseige Rabaul. The Japanese were determined to crush the Marines before an airfield could be cleared in the dense Bougainville jungle. After a year of refitting and training new pilots, the carriers Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, and Zuiho were called on to halt the Allied advance. American carriers Saratoga, Essex, Bunker Hill, Princeton, and Independence gave the Allies a clear numerical and qualitative advantage over their foes.



Japanese Objectives: Destroy Allied fleet. Allied Objectives: Unload transports at Torokina, bomb Rabaul, and destroy Japanese fleet.



Marianas (19-20 June 1944) The carrier battles of 1942 had decimated the ranks of Japanese Navy pilots. From December 1942 to May 1944 they commissioned four new carriers (Taiho, Ryuho, Chitose, and Chiyoda) and trained hundreds of “new” pilots. When the Americans invaded Saipan in June 1944 the Japanese were as ready as they could possibly be, yet the Americans were far more prepared than their Japanese counterparts. Fourteen USN carriers had been added since the battle of Santa Cruz. The American pilots had received much on-thejob training during carrier raids on Kwajalien, Eniwetok, Rabaul, and Truk. The two fleets collided west of Guam on 19 June 1944. With 9 Japanese and 15 American carriers it was by far the largest carrier battle in history.



HELP gives the player being helped the following advantages:



Japanese Objectives: Destroy Allied fleet.



RANDOMIZED BATTLES



Allied Objectives: Unload transports at Saipan, bombard Tinian, destroy Japanese fleet. PLAYER CONTROL selections choose whether sides are human or computer controlled. These options may be changed during play by selecting the CHANGE PLAYER/BALANCE option. With these options you may play through games commanding the side with the most interesting strategic situation, or replay saved games to see if you could do better than your opponent in an identical situation.



• Reinforcements arrive sooner. • Ships have improved damage control. • Opponent’s submarines are less effective. • Easier for air strikes to locate targets. • More accurate search reports. • Increased flak disruption. • For Japanese the Allied flak disruption is reduced. MAX HELP gives the player being helped the same advantages listed above at the HELP level, but the effect is doubled. ACCEPT SETUP allows you to exit the Setup Menu with the options highlighted in yellow.



You may select one of the above listed scenarios and then “randomize” it. The orders of battle, objectives, and starting locations of the forces will be altered to create a combat situation where the enemy forces and intentions are unknown. Randomized battles are recommended for those who wish to recreate a realistic “fog of war.” The computer’s selection for ships for random battles may be those that actually participated in the historical scenario or those that were available at that time and could have participated. Listed below are the carriers available for each scenario:



BALANCE selections allow you to play with both sides on equal footing or to favor one side over the other.



Coral Sea (May 1942) JAPANESE: Akagi, Kaga, Hiryu, Soryu, Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, Zuiho, Shoho, Ryujo



EVEN means the game will operate with normal rules for both sides.



ALLIED: Lexington, Yorktown, Enterprise, Hornet
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Midway (June 1942) JAPANESE: Akagi, Kaga, Hiryu, Soryu, Junyo, Zuiho, Ryujo, Hosho† ALLIED: Yorktown, Enterprise, Hornet †



Hosho appears only in historical Midway scenario.



Eastern Solomons (August 1942) JAPANESE: Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, Zuiho, Ryujo ALLIED: Saratoga, Enterprise, Hornet, Wasp Santa Cruz (October 1942) JAPANESE: Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, Hiyo, Zuiho ALLIED: Enterprise, Hornet Torokina (November 1943) JAPANESE: Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, Hiyo, Zuiho, Chitose, Chiyoda, Ryuho ALLIED: Saratoga, Enterprise, Essex, Yorktown*, Lexington*, Bunker Hill, Independence, Princeton, Belleau Wood, Cowpens, Victorious Marianas (June 1944) JAPANESE: Taiho, Shokaku, Zuikaku, Junyo, Hiyo, Zuiho, Chitose, Chiyoda, Ryuho. ALLIED: Saratoga, Enterprise, Lexington*, Yorktown*, Hornet*, Wasp*, Bunker Hill, Essex, Independence, Princeton, Belleau Wood, Cowpens, Cabot, Monterey, San Jacinto, Langley, Bataan * These carriers were sunk in 1942; Essex Class carriers were renamed in their honor.



BRITISH REINFORCEMENTS During 1943 and 1944 there is a chance that British carriers may be deployed in the South Pacific. As a general rule the British carriers will be deployed to fill the gaps created by heavy American carrier losses.
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THE CAMPAIGN GAME



BATTLE PLAN



In a Campaign Game you may fight a series of battles, one per month, to cover the South Pacific campaign of May 1942 to June 1944. The starting point for a Campaign Game may be the same as for any of the first five scenarios listed above. To start a campaign, select a scenario to reflect the desired starting point. You have the option of randomizing the first battle of the campaign or fighting the actual historical battle.



After you exit the Randomized Battle Menu, you should see the Top Secret Battle Plan screen. Click the right button (press the space bar). Next is displayed the date and your mission orders for the battle. Click the right button (press the space bar) to continue.



After completing a battle, all sunk ships are deleted from the available list, damaged ships will become unavailable for the period of their repairs, reinforcements will be added to the available list, and a new random battle will be generated for the next month. Note that due to heavy damage and losses of a player’s fleet, it is possible that one or more months may be skipped in a campaign before the fleet is ready to engage in another battle. Pilot experience may go down when additional pilots replace pilot losses. During June 1942, battles will be fought on the Midway map. During June 1944, battles will be fought on the Marianas map. All other battles will be fought using the South Pacific map. The Campaign Game covers two years of combat in the South Pacific area of operations. During this time many new bases will be constructed and old ones abandoned. Most of the battles will involve one or both of the players attempting to bombard or unload transports at one of these base locations. Victories on either side will affect the progress of base construction which will never be faster than it was historically (see “Campaign Progress” on Page 48).



SETUP returns you to the Setup Menu described on page 4. ACCEPT puts your choice into action. Sound/Delay Menu SOUND



DELAY



ON OFF



NONE LOW MEDIUM HIGH



OPTIONS MENU Japanese/Allied Player ORDERS END TURN SAVE SETUP ACCEPT ORDERS takes you to the Orders Phase where you issue all orders regarding Task Force movement and Flight Operations. You may also examine friendly airfields, sighted enemy TFs, and evaluate the overall strategic situation. END TURN will end the Orders Phase of each player’s turn and start the Execution Phase. During the Execution Phase the computer will move TFs, search aircraft, and strike aircraft in the directions determined by the players. All combat for each 20 minute turn will be displayed and resolved at this time. SAVE allows you to store the current game to disk. You will be asked to choose one of five letters (a-e) to save your game under. With the keyboard press (a-e) or with a mouse place the pointer over one of the boxes (a-e) and click the left mouse button. It might be helpful to you at this time to keep track of your saved games.



ACCEPT Using the mouse, place the mouse pointer over the box you wish to select and click the left mouse button. After making your selections, place the mouse pointer over the ACCEPT box and click the left mouse button. Using keyboard, you can use the “4” and “6” keys (or the left and right arrow keys) to move from SOUND to DELAY. Use the “8” and “2” keys (or the up and down arrow keys) to alter your selection. Press to accept your selections. SOUND ON/OFF allows you to turn the sounds of battle on or off. Turning the sound off will help speed up game play. DELAY NONE/LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH determines how long each message will be displayed on the screen. Play with this to find the level that works for you. ACCEPT sets your selections and exits the menu. You can also change the sound/delay levels during the Orders Phase by selecting UTIL then DELAY using the mouse or by pressing the F10 key. You can change the levels during the Execution Phase by pressing [Space].
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TURN SEQUENCE



START OF TURN PHASE



Each game turn consists of the following sequence of phases:



WIND DIRECTION



Start of Turn Phase: Wind Direction Cloud Cover Japanese Player Turn: Radar Reports Orders Phase Land Aircraft Resolve Surface Combat Resolve Naval Bombardment Unload Transports at Objective Allied Player Turn: Radar Reports Orders Phase Land Aircraft Resolve Surface Combat Resolve Naval Bombardment Unload Transports at Objective Execution Phase: Move/Resolve Air Strikes Move/Resolve Search Missions Move Task Forces Resolve Submarine Attacks General Withdrawal End of Battle Repair Phase



Every turn there is a 1% chance that the wind will change direction.



CLOUD COVER At the start of a scenario or battle, white clouds will be randomly placed on the map. Each turn the clouds may move a hex or disappear from the map. New clouds may also appear on the map. If clouds are in a hex with an enemy TF or land base, then there is a 67% chance that any search or strike aircraft will not locate the enemy TF or land base.



RADAR REPORTS



ORDERS PHASE



Radar reports may occur any time an enemy air strike moves within 70 miles of a friendly TF. The report will tell how many enemy aircraft are in detection range and enemy strike icons will be placed on the map. Radar reports do not indicate whether strike aircraft are inward or outward bound. Allied ships are equipped with radar at the start of the game. Japanese ships do not have radar until August 1942.



At the beginning of the Orders Phase, you will see a map displayed on the screen. Below the map are 13 mouse buttons and below that is the text window for messages and other information. Above is a sample screen of the Midway scenario. The map shows two Allied TFs near the top of the screen and one Japanese TF close to the middle of the screen. To the right of the Japanese TF are two Allied strike air groups which were launched from Midway towards the spotted Japanese TF. At the bottom of the map is Midway shown by the American flag icon. A storm system with numerous clouds appears on the bottom left side of the map. The left side of the text window contains some general information. MODE:TF means that you are operating in TF Mode which allows you to access the two Allied TFs and obtain information concerning them. There are also two other Mode options: MODE:CAP



and MODE:STRIKE. The next information DATE: 6/4/42 0700 is the date of the scenario June 4, 1942 and the time is 7:00 AM. The next line shows LOC: 48 27 which means that the map cursor is at X coordinate 48 and Y coordinate 27. The right side of the text window shows TF51 Air Combat which means that the cursor is over TF51 which is an Air Combat TF. Below are two carrier pictures labeled “A” and “B.” The left carrier is the Enterprise and the right carrier is the Hornet. You can access the Flight Operations Display by pressing the letters “A” or “B” or place the mouse pointer over one of the pictures and click the left mouse button. The compass is located on the far right side of the text window and shows TF51 is heading SW, which is shown by the white line. The wind is blowing from the NE as shown by the darker shaded area on the compass.
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GENERAL RULES TASK FORCE MOVEMENT TFs will automatically move at maximum speed in the direction they are pointed. A TF’s speed is always equal to the speed of the slowest ship in the TF or 30 whichever is lower. Each turn a TF will gain Movement Points equal to its TF Speed. When a TF has accumulated 50 or more Movement Points, it then spends 50 points and advances one hex in the direction it is heading. A TF may have 6 possible directions:
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A carrier TF that performs Flight Operations during the turn may not alter its direction for the remainder of the turn. A TF will lose one movement point for each enemy aircraft that attacks it.



150-SE



A TF that has a “->” symbol next to its mission on the display has enough movement points to move one hex during the Execution Phase. A TF that has an “*” next to its mission on the display is under computer control. These TFs have either completed their mission, have crippled ships, or have received a General Withdrawal Order from the Supreme Commander. The TFs will usually proceed towards their home base.



210-SW



NIGHT TURNS



270-W



Night TF Movement Starting with the 2000 turn the game will continue to have 20 minute turns, however you will not be able to change any orders until the next hour unless you hit the space bar during the turn. Starting at 0400, you will be able to continue changing orders every 20 minutes.



030-NE 090-E



330-NW You may alter a TFs direction by 60 degrees by pressing: < -60 > +60 To change TF direction using the mouse, move the pointer over the desired portion of the direction compass (located on the lower right side of the screen) and click the left button. A TF will lose 33% of its accumulated movement points for each 60 degree course change it makes.



Night Aircraft Movement Night lasts from 1900 to 0540. During night turns Flight Operations will be restricted. Only float-planes and patrol aircraft may fly during the night without suffering operational losses. During night turns, search planes will not sight enemy TFs, bombers will not locate or attack enemy units, and fighters will not engage in air-to-air combat. Search planes,



CAP, and air strikes may be launched before daylight (0600 hours) but they will not search or engage in combat until the 0600 turn. Fighters and bombers that remain in the air at 1900 will lose 20% of their aircraft every hour (on the hour). These are aircraft that become lost and are forced to ditch. An exception to this rule is that CAP aircraft will not lose 20% of their number on the 1900 turn. Airborne CAP will take 20% losses on the 2000, 2100, 2200, and 2300 turns. See “Aircraft Ditching” on page 34.



Night Surface Combat Surface combat consists of one or more rounds in which each ship has a chance to fire. When surface combat begins, a starting range will be determined. During daylight turns the starting range will be equal to 20 + Random (15). During night turns the starting range will be 5 + Random (15). After each round of combat, the range will be adjusted and another round will be fought if the TFs are still in range. During daylight the maximum range is 35 (thousand yards). During the night the maximum range is 20. Night Submarine Contact TFs will be harder to locate by submarines during the night turns. Night Aircraft Repairs Damaged aircraft may be repaired during the 2200, 2220, 2240, 2300, 2320, and 2340 game turns. Each air group may repair 1 aircraft per turn; a maximum of 6 aircraft may be repaired during the night.



WIND DIRECTION The wind direction is shown on the TF direction compass as a shaded blue area. This is the direction the wind is blowing from. The TF’s movement direction must be aligned with the wind direction if carriers in the TF are to perform Flight Operations (launch or land aircraft). If the TF’s direction is not aligned with the wind and Flight Operations are attempted, then the TF will automatically turn into the wind. When this occurs the TF’s accumulated movement points will be set to zero. Whenever a TF performs Flight Operations, the TF will be unable to change its direction for the remainder of the turn even if the TF was aligned with the wind direction before Flight Operations were attempted. FUEL CONSUMPTION Ships will consume their fuel at a rate that varies with their TF’s speed: TF SPEED



FUEL USE



27+ 18-26 9-17 0-8



1 every 4 hours 1 every 6 hours 1 every 12 hours none



If a ship runs out of fuel, the TF speed will be reduced to 5 knots.
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ORDERS At the start of your orders phase, the map will be displayed. Just below the map are 13 mouse function “buttons.” These functions may be performed by moving the pointer over the desired button and clicking the left mouse button. Listed below is a brief description of the mouse function buttons and their keyboard equivalents: GENERAL ORDERS MENU BUTTON



DESCRIPTION



MODE



Set Display Mode none (TF, CAP, STRIKE Units)



➙



Move Large Increments



J,K,I,M



CNTR



Center Cursor



F2



ZOOM



Change Map Scale



F1



UTIL



Utility Menu



none



PREV



Previous Unit*



none



NEXT



Next Unit*



N



STAK



Next Unit in Hex*



➙



If you are in CAP Mode, you will see a display on the right side of the message area with F3-CAP with six aircraft symbols below it. If you place the mouse pointer over the box and click the left mouse button (or press the F3 key), a display will come up showing the planes which are on CAP over your TF. If you are in Strike Mode, the display will have STRIKE with six aircraft symbols below it. If you click the right mouse button while over a hex containing a strike, you will see a list of the planes on strike missions; clicking the right mouse button again will give you a visual display of the strike. Clicking the right button again will return you to the map. If you click the left mouse button while over a hex containing a strike, the Unit Menu will appear.



➙ Space Bar P



Quit, Return to Last Menu Q,Esc



MODE button (no keyboard equivalent) allows you to cycle through three different unit modes: Task Force Mode, CAP Mode, and Strike Mode. The current mode you are in is displayed on the left side of the message text area below the map.



(J,K,I,M Keys) allows you to move ➙ the cursor on the map either 10 hexes to the left/right or 8 hexes up/down to move quickly around the map. ➙



* the type of Unit is set with the Display MODE button.



➙



SNOOP View Enemy TF ESC



While in TF Mode, you will see displayed pictures of carriers on the right side of the message area only if the TF is an Air Combat TF. Clicking the left mouse button (or pressing the A, B, C, D keys) over the carrier picture will access the Flight Operations Display.



➙



➙



KEYBOARD
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CNTR (F2) allows you to center the map on the present cursor location.



ZOOM (F1) allows you switch the map scale giving you either a tactical or strategic view of the map. UTIL (no keyboard equivalent) allows you to access the Utility Menu. PREV (no keyboard equivalent) moves the cursor to the previous unit accessed. Depending upon what mode you are in (TF, CAP, or Strike), the cursor will move to the last TF, last CAP Air Group, or Strike Air Group accessed. NEXT (N) moves the cursor to the next unit. Depending upon what mode you are in (TF, CAP, or Strike), the cursor will move to the next TF, next CAP Air Group, or next Strike Air Group. STAK (space bar) displays the next unit in the same hex only if there is more than one unit in the hex. If there is one TF in a hex, there will be a single ship icon displayed. If there is more than one TF in a hex, there will be a two-ship icon displayed. SNOOP (P key) allows you to view the ships spotted in an enemy TF. First place the map cursor over the enemy TF and then select the SNOOP option. ESC (Q or ESC Key) allows you to go to the Options Menu.



TEXT WINDOW ICONS In the text window below the buttons, the following icons may be displayed: ICON



DESCRIPTION



KEYBOARD



Carrier Pictures Compass CAP Strike



Flight Ops Display Set TF Direction Examine TF CAP Examine Strike



A,B,C,D F3 E



Carrier Pictures is displayed while you are in TF Mode and the map cursor is over an Air Combat TF. There are a maximum of four carriers per Task Force. Each carrier will have a separate picture displayed on the right side of the text window. The carriers will also have a letter (A, B, C, or D) in the picture as well. Placing the mouse pointer over the carrier picture and clicking the left mouse button (or pressing A, B, C, D) will then allow you access to the carrier’s Flight Operations Display where you may fuel, arm, and launch aircraft. The Compass is located on the far right side of the text window. A TF symbol is displayed in the middle of the compass. There are six quadrants shown in light blue that represent the six direction headings (NE, E, SE, SW, W, NW). The TF’s heading (the direction it is moving) is shown by a white line on the compass. The wind direction is shown by the dark blue shading in one of the six quadrants. You can change a TF’s heading by moving the mouse pointer over the desired quadrant and clicking the left mouse button (or press the keys).
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The CAP picture is displayed if you are in CAP Mode. You will see a display on the right side of the message area with F3-CAP with six aircraft symbols below it. If you place the mouse cursor over the box and click the left button (or press the F3 key), a display will come up showing the planes which are on CAP over your TF. The Strike picture is displayed if you are in Strike Mode. The display will have STRIKE with six aircraft symbols below it. Place the mouse cursor over the picture and click the right mouse button to see the planes on strike missions.



MAP ICONS The following icons may be displayed on the map: ICON



DESCRIPTION



Ship (TF)* Strike*



Examine TF Examine Strike



KEYBOARD



G E



* Click the right mouse button to perform this function.



The Ship (TF) icon is represented on the map by a small picture of a ship. Move the map cursor to the location of the TF and click the right mouse button or press the “G” key.
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A window will be displayed showing the following information about the TF:



to bring up a display showing the details of the air group as listed below:



• TF # • TF’s mission • Destination • Home Base • List of all ships in the TF with each ship’s id (A-Z), ship type, ship name, ship’s maximum speed, ship’s current damage level, ship’s fire level, and the ship’s current fuel level.



• Aircraft group’s designation, type, nationality • What carrier the group is attached to • Aircraft type • Experience rating • Number of aircraft operational and damaged • Aircraft’s dogfight, cannon, load, endurance, and durability



You can access further information about the ship upon pressing the id letter for the ship (A-Z) or by placing the mouse pointer over the letter and clicking the left mouse button. This screen displays the following information about the ship: • Ship type and name • What TF the ship is attached to • The number and types of weapons • Ship class • Amount of ammunition and torpedoes remaining • Ship’s durability, armor, speed, capacity • Fire level • Number of aircraft • Flight deck damage for carriers • List of air groups (A-D) on the carrier If the ship is a carrier, you may press the air group letter A-D or place the mouse pointer over the letter and click the left mouse button



You may scuttle any ship that has greater than 50% flotation damage. To scuttle a ship in the current TF, press the “G” key or click the right mouse button to list the ships in the TF. Select the ship you wish to scuttle. A “(S)cuttle Ship” message will appear at the bottom of the ship display. Press the “S” key or place the mouse pointer over the (S) on the display and click the left mouse button. A “Scuttle Ship Y/N” question will be displayed. You must press the “Y” key to confirm your desire to sink the ship. Scuttling a ship will give the enemy points for the ship being sunk. However, some advantages to scuttling heavily damaged ships are that the TF will move faster, a small TF that was detached to escort the ship will not be a sitting duck as it travels to its home base, and you could merge the remaining ships of a detached TF into an existing TF without any loss in speed due to a heavily damaged ship. The Strike icon is represented on the map by a small aircraft picture. Move the map cursor to the location of the Strike icon and click the right mouse button or press the E key. A window will be displayed showing the aircraft assigned to strike missions. Clicking the left mouse button will allow you access to the Unit Menu.



UTILITY MENU OPTIONS The Utility Menu may be displayed on the screen by placing the mouse pointer over the UTIL button and clicking the left mouse button. The Utility Menu is described below along with the keyboard commands: Utility Menu BUTTON



DESCRIPTION



KEYBOARD



SUNK



List Types of Ship Sunk



F8



SCORE



Display Current Score



F9



VIEW-TF



Show Friendly TF



F5



VIEW-AF



Show Airfield



F6



BATTLE PLAN



Review Battle Plan



F7



AUTO MOVE



Computer Controls TF



Alt/M



EARLY END



Ends Current Battle



Alt/E



DECLINE



Refuse Current Setup



Alt/D



DELAY



Set Sound/Delay Levels



F10



SEARCH ON/OFF



Set Search Lines ON/OFF



ALT/W



EXIT



Exit Game Return to DOS



Alt/Q



ESC



Exit the Utility Menu



None
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SUNK (F8 key) lists the number of ships from both sides that have been sunk. SCORE (F9 key) displays the Japanese and Allied total points, which is the sum of the accumulated mission and damage points. Below the total score for each side is displayed the carrier icon pictures. For every carrier that has been sunk, there will be a burning carrier icon displayed. In the text window the date and time will be displayed along with the amount of mission and damage points that have been accumulated over the campaign. Click the right mouse button or press a key to exit the display. VIEW-TF (F5 key) shows a bird’s-eye view graphic display of the various ships in the friendly TF. Click the right mouse button or press a key to exit the display. VIEW-AF (F6 key) shows a bird’s-eye view of an airfield. BATTLE PLAN (F7 key) allows you to review the battle plan for the current month to see what your orders are. AUTO MOVE (ALT/M) allows you to switch between automatic movement on/off. When the automatic movement is on (engaged), the computer will control the movement of all your TFs. When automatic movement is off, you have control over the movement of your TFs.
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EARLY END (ALT/E) allows you to end the current battle only if there are no air strikes in the air and one of the players is withdrawing. DECLINE (ALT/D) allows you to decline the current month’s battle. You must select this option before 0500 on the first day of the battle. You will be asked a question if you wish to Decline Battle. Press the “Y” if you wish to decline the battle. If not press the “N” key to continue playing the current battle. Using the mouse, place the pointer over either the YES or NO buttons and click the left mouse button. DELAY (F10 key) allows you to change the sound on/off and the delay levels. SEARCH ON/OFF (ALT/W) allows you to toggle between having the search lines being displayed during the Execution Phase. Note: If you are playing a two player game, the search lines will always be set to off.



UNIT MENU OPTIONS The Unit Menu can be accessed by moving the map cursor over a unit icon or airfield and clicking the left mouse button. When using the keyboard you can use the options listed below at any time as long as the map cursor is over a friendly TF. The Unit Menu is described below along with the keyboard commands: Unit Menu BUTTON



DESCRIPTION



KEYBOARD



RECALL STRIKE



Order Strike to Return to Base/CV



Alt/K



STRIKE AF



Select Airfield Target



Alt/F



STRIKE TF



Select TF Target



Alt/S



LIST TF CAP List CAP groups



F3



LR-CAP



Order CAP Group to Cover a Different TF



L



EXIT (ALT/Q) allows you to exit the game and return to DOS.



DISP TF SEARCH



Display Search Aircraft from TF



S



ESC (None) allows you to exit from the Utility Menu.



SET TF SEARCH



Set the Priority Search Direction for TF



H



LIST TF SEARCH



List Search Missions



F4



REFUEL TF



Refuel TF



Alt/R



MERGE TF



Merge TF



ALT/A



DETACH TF Detach TF



ALT/Z



DISP AF SEARCH



Display Search Aircraft from Airfield



T



LIST AF SEARCH



List Air Search from Airfield



Y



LIST AF CAP



List CAP from Airfield



O



EXAMINE AF Display Air Groups from Airfield ESC



Exit the menu



F None



RECALL STRIKE (ALT/K) allows you to order a strike to return to its home base before completing its mission. To recall a strike, place the map cursor over the strike you wish to recall. Next press ALT/K or click the left mouse button and select RECALL STRIKE from the Unit Menu. The recalled strike will move the same as an unassigned strike. It will move toward its home TF but will not automatically jettison its ordnance. A recalled strike may be reassigned a new target before it lands. Recalling a strike will force the strike’s home TF to break radio silence, giving the enemy a chance to detect the home TF. STRIKE AF (ALT/F) allows you to select an airfield target to attack with the aircraft in your current strike. First place the map cursor over the strike you wish to assign the airfield target to. Next press ALT/F or click the left mouse button and select STRIKE AF from the Unit Menu. A Target Display will then be shown to allow you to choose which target you wish to attack. The display lists the target letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the target name, and the range in miles to the target. The current target is displayed next. Using the keyboard, press the letter of the target you wish to attack. Press ESC or space bar to exit the menu. Using the mouse, place the mouse pointer over the letter of the target name you wish to attack and press the left mouse button. Press the right mouse button to exit the menu.
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STRIKE TF (ALT/S) allows you to select an enemy TF to attack with the aircraft in your current strike. First place the map cursor over the strike you wish to assign the TF target to. Next press ALT/S or click the left mouse button and select STRIKE TF from the Unit Menu. A Target Display will then be shown to allow you to choose which of the spotted TF you wish to attack. The display lists the target letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the TF#, the bearing to the target, the range in miles to the target, the number of ships in the TF, the number of CVs (carriers), and the number of transports. The current target is displayed next. Using the keyboard, press the letter of the TF you wish to attack. Press ESC or space bar to exit the menu. Using the mouse, place the mouse pointer over the letter of the TF you wish to attack and press the left mouse button. Press the right mouse button to exit the menu. LIST TF CAP (F3 key) allows you to display the CAP flying over your TF. First place the map cursor over the TF. Next press F3 or click the left mouse button and select LIST TF CAP from the Unit Menu. A list of all your planes on CAP will then be shown. The display lists the CAP air group letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the group designation, the type of aircraft, the number of undamaged aircraft on CAP, the number of damaged aircraft on CAP, and the time in air. Press the space bar, ESC, or click the right mouse button to exit the menu. If you wish to land some of the air groups and you are using the keyboard, press the letter of the CAP air group you wish to land. Press ESC or space bar to exit the menu. Using the mouse, place the mouse pointer over the letter of the CAP air group you wish to land and press the left mouse button. Press the right mouse button to exit the menu.
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LR-CAP (L key) allows to you to fly LongRange CAP over other TFs. You may reassign “normal” CAP groups (those covering your own carrier TFs or airfields) to fly LongRange CAP over other TFs. Move the map cursor to the TF you wish to protect. Press the “L” key or click the left mouse button and then select LR-CAP from the Unit Menu. Next move the map cursor over a carrier TF or an airfield (which has CAP flying over it) and press F3 (or click the left mouse button) to get the TF-CAP Display. Select the group you wish to fly Long-Range CAP by either pressing the letter (A, B, C, D, etc.) adjacent to the CAP air group you wish to fly LR-CAP, or place the mouse pointer over the letter (A, B, C, D, etc.) and click the left mouse button. A delay period equal to the range between the two TFs divided by 2 must elapse before the Long-Range CAP arrives on station. The CAP will abandon their station and return to the carriers when the time in air is greater than the aircraft’s endurance minus range/2. Note: Aircraft on CAP missions can only be assigned to Long-Range CAP if the range to the target is less than or equal to the aircraft’s endurance/2. DISP TF SEARCH (S key) allows you to display the search patterns for your aircraft flying search missions. First place the map cursor over your TF. Next press the “S” key or click the left mouse button and select DISP TF SEARCH from the Unit Menu. If your TF has search aircraft out, you will see white lines displayed on the map coming from the TF and going out on the plane’s search vector. A white circle will be drawn showing the current location of each plane. Red lines will appear on the map when the search planes are returning to their carrier.



SET TF SEARCH (H key) allows you to set the Search Priority Direction (PSD) for your search aircraft. You can set the direction that search aircraft will fly from the current TF by pressing “H” to enter the Set Search routine. With a mouse, this can be done by moving the mouse pointer over the current TF, clicking the left mouse button, and then selecting SET TF SEARCH on the Unit Menu. To alter the PSD, press the “” keys or click on the buttons. With the mouse, the PSD may also be set by placing the mouse pointer on the map in the area you wish to search and then clicking the left mouse button. If you are playing the Japanese player and have a TF containing BB, CA, CL, or CS type ships, you may launch float planes from those ships to perform search missions. While in Set Search, float planes may be launched by pressing the “F” key or placing the mouse pointer over the LNCH button and clicking the left mouse button. This will cause one float plane per eligible ship to be launched. A single ship can never launch more than one float plane per turn. LIST TF SEARCH (F4 key) allows you to view all of the air groups on search missions from the current TF. First place the map cursor over the TF. Next press the F4 key or click the left mouse button and select LIST TF SEARCH from the Unit Menu. A list of all your planes on search missions will be shown. The display lists the air group letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the group designation, the type of aircraft, the number of undamaged aircraft on search, the number of damaged aircraft on search, and the time in air. Press the space bar, ESC, or click the right mouse button to exit the menu.



REFUEL TF (ALT/R) allows you to refuel the ships in the TF. A TF may be refueled from a land base that has more than 250 fuel points or from another TF that has a replenish mission or from other (larger) ships in the same TF. First place the map cursor over the TF you wish to refuel. Next type Alt/R or with the mouse click the left mouse button and then select REFUEL-TF on the Unit Menu. The computer will automatically select the best fuel source in the current TF’s hex and attempt to transfer fuel to any ship with less than 20 fuel points. No ship can gain more than 5 fuel points per turn and no ship will ever be increased above 20 fuel points. When refueling from ships in the same TF only, ships with more than 30 fuel may transfer fuel to other ships. When a TF performs fueling operations its accumulated movement points will be set to zero. If the destroyers in a TF are running low on fuel, they may automatically attempt to take fuel from larger ships (with more than 30 fuel) in the same TF. MERGE TF (ALT/A) allows you to merge ships only from Surface Combat TFs into the current TF. First place the map cursor over the TF you wish to add ships to. Next press ALT/A or with the mouse click the left mouse button and then select MERGE TF on the Unit Menu. Starting with the lowest numbered Surface Combat TF in the same hex with the current TF, the computer will automatically transfer ships to the current TF (largest ships first) until the current TF has 22 ships or there are no more ships in the Surface Combat TFs.
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DETACH TF (ALT/Z) allows you to detach a Surface Combat TF from the current TF. First place the map cursor over the TF you wish to detach ships from. Next press ALT/Z or with the mouse click the left mouse button and then select DETACH TF on the Unit Menu. The current TF must have at least 6 destroyers to be eligible to detach a force. The newly created Surface Combat TF will take the first two battleships, the first two cruisers, and about half of the destroyers from the current TF. The current TF will always retain at least four destroyers for a screen. Ships with greater than 24% flotation damage will not be detached. DISP AF SEARCH (T key) allows you to display the search patterns for your aircraft flying search missions from airfields. First place the map cursor over your airfield. Next press the “T” key or click the left mouse button and select DISP AF SEARCH from the Unit Menu. If your airfield has search aircraft out, you will see white lines displayed on the map coming from the airfield and going out on the plane’s search vector. A white circle will be drawn showing the current location of each plane. Red lines will appear on the map when the search planes are returning to the airfield. LIST AF SEARCH (Y key) allows you to view all of the air groups on search missions from the current airfield. First place the map cursor over the airfield. Next press the Y key or click the left mouse button and select LIST AF SEARCH from the Unit Menu. A list of all your planes on search missions will then be shown. The display lists the air group letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the group designation, the
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type of aircraft, the number of undamaged aircraft on search, the number of damaged aircraft on search, and the time in air. Press the space bar, ESC, or click the right mouse button to exit the menu.



HOTKEYS The following is a list of “Hotkey” functions which do not have a mouse equivalent command: HOTKEY



LIST AF CAP (O key) allows you to display the CAP flying over your airfield. First place the map cursor over the airfield. Next press the “O” key or click the left mouse button and select LIST AF CAP from the Unit Menu. A list of all your planes on CAP will then be shown. The display lists the CAP air group letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the group designation, the type of aircraft, the number of undamaged aircraft on CAP, the number of damaged aircraft on CAP, and the time in air. Press the space bar, ESC, or click the right mouse button to exit the menu. EXAMINE AF (F key) allows you to look at all the air groups that are at the airfield. First place the cursor over the airfield. Next press the “F” key or click the left mouse button and select EXAMINE AF on the Unit Menu. An airfield display will appear showing the amount of fuel points on the airfield along with the airfield capacity and damage level. A list of all your air groups will be displayed showing the air group letter (A, B, C,.D, etc.), the air group designation, the type of aircraft in the air group, the number of planes damaged (DA), the number in the hangar (HG), the number fueled (FU), and the number ready (RD). To the right of the number ready is the armament that the planes are carrying: TP (Torpedo), AP (Armor Piercing 1000 lb), ap (Armor Piercing 500 lb or 250 kg), HE (High Explosive). ESC allows you to escape from the Unit Menu.



DESCRIPTION



N



Next TF, switch to TF mode



V



Next Strike, switch to Strike mode



Z



Next Airfield



X



Next Enemy TF-Snoop



?



Help Key



FLIGHT OPERATIONS Each aircraft carrier or land base is allowed to perform a certain number of Flight Operations (FOs) per turn. For a fleet aircraft carrier (CV) the FO limit is 36, for a light aircraft carrier (CVL) the FO limit is 18, and for a land base the FO limit is equal to its airfield capacity. The FO limit regulates the number of aircraft that may be launched or landed in a single turn. An aircraft carrier may never launch and land aircraft in the same turn. Each aircraft carrier in the game will contain 2 to 4 air groups; 1 Fighter Group, 0-2 Dive Bomber Groups, and 1 Torpedo Bomber Group.



• Fueled (FU); must be raised to the deck before launching or defueled for safe storage in the hangar. • Ready on Deck (RD); ready for launch, may be lowered to clear flight deck. Must be lowered then defueled for safe storage in the hangar. • Assigned; performing a CAP, Search, or Strike Mission. • Waiting to Land; circling carrier waiting for flight deck to be cleared or repaired. ACCESSING THE FLIGHT OPERATIONS DISPLAY To perform Flight Operations for a carrier make sure you are in TF Mode if you are playing with a mouse. Place the map cursor over an Air Combat TF which contains a carrier or carriers. You will see the carrier picture(s) displayed on the right side of the text window. Next press the letter (A,B,C,D) to select the desired carrier. With a mouse, put the mouse pointer over the picture of the desired carrier and click the left mouse button. The Flight Operations Display will now be shown for the carrier selected.



• Unready on Deck (UD); must be lowered to hangar, fueled, and raised back to deck before launching.



FLIGHT OPERATIONS DISPLAY The Flight Operations Display will be shown with the assigned air groups listed on the left side of the screen. Aircraft icons for each air group will be differently colored. Select the letter (A,B,C,D) or place the mouse pointer over the icon of the air group and click the left mouse button to perform Flight Operations. The current air group will have all of its planes colored white and the air group icon will also be white.



• In the Hangar (HG); must be fueled and raised back to the deck before launching.



Flight operations with the selected group may be performed at this time by clicking the



AIRCRAFT READINESS STATES A Carrier Air Group (CAG) may have aircraft in varying states of readiness as shown below: • Damaged; must remain in the hangar until repaired.
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flight op buttons or pressing the keys described below. Press the “?” key to display the keystrokes that correspond to each flight op button. The table below is a summary of the mouse button boxes along with the corresponding keyboard commands.



BUTTON



KEY



—>>



W



lower max number of unready aircraft to hangar.



➙ ➙ ➙



E



fuel 1 aircraft.



R



fuel max number of aircraft.



➙ ➙



T



defuel max number of aircraft.



ORD



Y



changes type of ordnance if there are no aircraft in Ready-On-Deck status.



MIS



H



sets group mission if 1 or more aircraft in Ready-On-Deck status.







P



lowers 1 ready aircraft from deck.



➙



[



launches 1 ready aircraft (will perform assigned mission).



➙ ➙



FLIGHT OPERATIONS DISPLAY MENU



]



launches max number of ready aircraft.



SET DIR S



DESCRIPTION



set priority search direction (PSD) if Search mission selected.



TGT-TF S



select TF target if Strike mission selected.



TGT-AF F



select Airfield target if Strike mission selected.



ESC*



ESC end flight ops for this carrier.



* Can also exit by clicking the right mouse button.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE FLIGHT OPERATIONS DISPLAY



Carrier Name Display The screen display which follows shows the Flight Operations Display for the CV (Carrier) Enterprise. The carrier’s name is displayed in the upper left corner of the display. Mission Display To the right of carrier’s name is the Mission Display box where the air group’s missions are shown. There are three types of missions: CAP, Search, and Strike. Clicking on the MIS box or pressing the “H” key will cycle you through the three missions. Below the Mission is displayed the flight number. Below that is the aircraft’s name followed by two sets of numbers. The first number is the amount of planes being launched off the carrier deck by the currently accessed Air Group. The second number is the total number of planes being sent on that mission from all the carrier’s Air Groups. Flight/Fuel/Elevator Clocks Display To the right of the Mission Display box are the four clocks which show the level remaining to perform Flight Operations (Fl. Op), Fueling Operations (Fu. Op), Elevator Up Operations (Ev. Op), and Elevator Down Operations (El. Dn). As planes are moved around the carrier’s flight deck and hangar these clocks will show less operations remaining (the amount in white). An elevator up operation occurs whenever an aircraft is raised to the deck. An elevator down operation occurs whenever an aircraft is lowered from the deck. Elevator Operations is equal to either “elev up” or “elev down”, whichever is greater. The Elevator Operations’ number is frequently used in calculating carriers’ flight operation limits.



There are limitations on the number and type of Flight Operations that may be performed in a single turn. Fleet carriers (CVs) have a FO limit of 36. Light carriers (CVLs) have an FO limit of 18. Flight operation limits are described below: • A carrier may not launch and land planes in the same turn. • The number of aircraft launched plus Elevator Operations may never exceed the FO limit. • The number of aircraft On Deck may never exceed the FO limit. • The number of aircraft Landed may never exceed the FO limit. • Unready aircraft (UD) may not be lowered and fueled in the same turn. • Aircraft in the hangar (HG) may not be fueled and raised to the flight deck in the same turn. • The number of aircraft Fueled plus the number Defueled may not exceed the FO limit. • Aircraft may not change ordnance and be raised to the flight deck on the same turn.



Air Group Display The left side of the Flight Operations Display contains four Air Group boxes (A, B, C, D) which show the air group’s designation, aircraft name, a description and picture of the ordnance being currently carried, and a small colored picture of a plane. The plane’s colors can be gray, blue, dark green, or light green. The air group which is being accessed will have its planes and text colored white.



Target/Set Direction Display Above the four Air Group boxes can be displayed either TGT-TF and TGT-AF when launching Strike missions or SET-DIR when launching Search missions. After launching the desired number of planes from the flight deck, you must select the desired box to either select a target to attack or a direction to search. When these boxes are displayed, pressing the “?” key will display the keyboard commands for these boxes as well. If you are on a Strike mission, place the mouse pointer over the TGT-TF or TGT-AF box and click the left mouse button. Using the keyboard, press “S” or “F”. You will next be asked to select your target. If you are on a Search mission, place the pointer over the SET-DIR box and click the left mouse button. Using the keyboard press “S”. Flight Deck Display The middle of the screen shows the carrier flight deck. In order to launch planes, they must be on the flight deck. There are two buttons on the top of the flight deck. These are the Launch buttons. The button with one up arrow (“[“ key) allows one plane at a time to be launched. The button on the right with two up arrows (“]” key) allows the maximum number of planes from the currently accessed Air Group (planes are colored white) to be launched. Mission and Flight Deck/Hangar Buttons To the right of the flight deck are seven buttons. The top button labeled MIS allows you to cycle through the three possible air missions: CAP, Strike, and Search. Press the “H”
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key or place the mouse pointer over the box and click the left mouse button to cycle through the missions which are displayed in the Mission Display box. The next button down will move the maximum number of planes from the hangar to the flight deck. Press the “I” key or place the mouse pointer over the box and click the left mouse button. The next button will move the maximum number of unreadied planes from the flight deck to the hangar. Press the “W” key or place the mouse pointer over the —>> box and click the left mouse button. The last box is the ESC box which allows you to escape from the Flight Operations Display. Press the ESC key or place the mouse pointer over the box and click the left mouse button. Note: You can always escape by clicking the right mouse button at any time.
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Hangar and Ordnance Display On the far right side of the Flight Operations Display is the Hangar Deck. This is where planes are stored, fueled, and armed. At the top of the Hangar Deck is a button box labeled ORD. Pressing the “Y” key or placing the mouse pointer over the box and clicking the left mouse button will cycle through the various weapons the Air Group can carry. To the right of the ORD box is a picture of the weapon available to select. If the box is blank and you select this option, the Air Group will disarm, removing any weapons currently being carried. The Hangar Deck is separated into two parts. The lower section contains unfueled aircraft. The upper Hangar Deck has fueled aircraft which should be armed if they are going on a Strike or an armed Search mission. Near the middle of the Hangar Deck are three buttons which allow you to move aircraft on the Hangar Deck. The leftmost button with two down arrows allows you to defuel the maximum number of aircraft and will move the aircraft to the lower Hangar Deck. Press the “T” key or place the mouse pointer over the box and click the left mouse button. The middle button with two up arrows allows you to fuel the maximum number of aircraft and will move the aircraft to the upper Hangar Deck. Press the “R” key or place the mouse pointer over the box and click the left mouse button. The rightmost box with one up arrow will fuel one aircraft and move it to the upper Hangar Deck. Press the “E” key or place the mouse pointer in the box and click the left mouse button.



The above Flight Operations Display screen was taken from the Midway scenario and is from the carrier Enterprise, whose name is shown in the upper left corner. There are four Air Groups on the Enterprise: Fighter 6 F4F Wildcat, Scout 6 SBD Dauntless, Bomber 6 SBD Dauntless, and Torpedo 6 TBD Devastator. The last Air Group is currently being accessed with its text and planes in white. The Torpedo 6 Air Group contains TBD Devastators which are armed with MK13 Torpedoes. The Air Group is attempting to fly a Strike mission against a spotted Japanese TF. On the Mission Display at the top of the screen is displayed its Strike mission, its flight number 11:50, 3 TBD Devastators have so far been added to the strike with a total of 9 planes (6 were Fighters which were launched earlier in the turn) on the strike. Launching the 9 planes has caused the Flight Operations clock to move to the 3 o’clock position.



SEARCH OPERATIONS SEARCH VECTORS Successful search operations are critical to victory in CARRIER STRIKE. Most of your intelligence on enemy TFs will be provided by search aircraft. Search aircraft will be launched from land bases, carrier TFs, or Japanese TFs equipped with float planes. Each search aircraft will fly along its assigned search vector out to its maximum range and return along a slightly different vector (+/- 9 degrees). Thus each search aircraft covers a 10 degree arc and 36 aircraft launched simultaneously from a TF could cover the entire 360 degrees surrounding the TF.
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enemy TF. If you wish to search the area north of TF51, place the pointer on one of the four direction buttons and click the left mouse button or use the “” keys to move the yellow Priority Search Direction (PSD) vector until it comes to angle 337. Note: With a mouse you can also place the mouse pointer on the map to the north of TF51 and click the left mouse button to set the direction. Press ESC, click the right mouse button, or place the pointer over the ESC button box and click the left mouse button to set the direction. If the TF had float planes, pressing the “F” key or placing the pointer over the LNCH button would launch all eligible float planes from every ship in the TF. After aircraft have been assigned their search vectors they will appear on the TF’s search display the following turn. The search display will show which vectors are being searched and where each aircraft is located along its search path. White lines will be used to designate outbound aircraft and red lines will designate returning aircraft. Each turn an unarmed search aircraft will fly 51 miles (three hexes) along its search vector. An armed search aircraft or an unarmed TBD will fly 34 miles (2 hexes) along its search vector. Fighter, Fighter-bomber, Dive Bomber, and Torpedo Bomber type aircraft will fly a maximum of 10 turns on the outward leg of a search mission. Float planes will fly out to the maximum of their endurance.



SETTING SEARCH DIRECTION You can set the direction that search aircraft will fly from the current TF by pressing “H” to enter the Set Search routine. With a mouse this can be done by moving the pointer over the current TF and clicking the left button and then selecting SET TF SEARCH on the Unit Menu. You may enter the Set Search routine from the carrier Flight Operations display by selecting a search mission for an air group and then selecting Set Search. To alter the PSD, press the “” keys or click on the buttons. With the mouse the PSD may also be set by clicking the left mouse button over the area on the map you wish to search. Above is the Set Search Direction Display. The map shows Midway with an American flag at the lower bottom of the screen. To the NW of Midway is a spotted Japanese TF. The Allied TF51 has already sent out search planes a few turns before (shown by the white search vector lines) and spotted the



Assignment of Search Vector At the end of a turn in which search planes have been launched, the computer will automatically assign those planes a search vector as close as possible to the last PSD set for the TF. Note that each TF has only one PSD for all the carriers in the TF; therefore if you wish to launch planes on different PSDs, you must wait until the next turn to select another PSD for the TF. The computer uses the following rules in assigning search vectors: • No more than 1 aircraft per turn will be assigned to a single search vector. • No more than 2 aircraft can ever share the same search vector. • An aircraft will not be assigned to a search vector if another aircraft was assigned that vector on the previous turn.



LAUNCHING FLOAT PLANES If the Japanese player has a TF containing BB, CA, CL, or CS type ships, then he may launch float planes from those ships to perform search missions. While in Set Search Mode, float planes may be launched by pressing “F” or clicking the LNCH button. This will cause one float plane per eligible ship in the TF to be launched. Note: A TF can only perform one float plane search mission per turn. In CARRIER STRIKE, the Allied player does not have any float plane capability. Historically the Allied ships that had float planes did not, for the most part, use them in searching for enemy TF. ARMED SEARCH PLANES Fighter and Bomber aircraft may be assigned to fly search missions. To fly search, the group must be assigned a Search Mission before the aircraft are launched (see “Flight Operations”). Searching bombers may only be armed with 250 kg, 500 lb, or HE bombs. If an armed search bomber locates an enemy TF, it may get a chance to attack an enemy ship. SPOTTING ENEMY/DUMMY TFS If a search aircraft enters or moves adjacent to a clear weather hex containing an enemy TF, there is a 67% chance the TF will be sighted. If the TF occupies an overcast hex, there is a 33% chance the search plane will sight it. If a TF is sighted, a TF icon will be placed on the map. Enemy Task Forces in restricted waters or coastal hexes have an easier chance of being spotted. If an enemy TF is in the same hex as a friendly TF, then during daylight hours it will be automatically spotted; during night there is a random chance of being spotted.
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When you receive sighting reports during the Search Phase you get a visual bird’s-eye view of an enemy TF. The view may include only a fraction of the TF’s total of ships. Sometimes the report will show a carrier in a non-carrier TF. Some views will show no ships at all which means the pilot was too far away to identify any ships in the TF. Some of the sighted TFs will be dummy TFs which will be mirror images of real enemy TFs located elsewhere on the map. Dummy TFs are used to simulate the confusion when search planes miscalculated or garbled the location in their sighting reports. After repeated sightings, the dummy TFs will be removed from the screen. During your orders phase the Snoop option may be used to view the last sighting report for each detected enemy TF. Move the cursor over the TF icon and press the “P” key or with the mouse select SNOOP by clicking the left mouse button. SEARCH PLANE COMBAT When a search plane sights a TF that is covered by enemy CAP fighters, there is a chance it will be shot down. The search pilot experience and aircraft dogfight capability are compared to the quantity and quality of enemy CAP to determine the search plane’s chance of survival. If the search plane is armed and it survives enemy CAP, it may get a chance to attack an enemy ship. Once again the search pilot experience is compared to the quality and quantity of enemy CAP to determine its chance of conducting an attack. If a search plane is destroyed by CAP there is a 10% chance that a “search plane destroyed by CAP” message will be displayed. If a
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search plane evades an enemy CAP group there is a 20% chance that a “search plane evades enemy CAP” message will be displayed. BREAKING RADIO SILENCE There is a random chance that TFs may be located when they “break radio silence” to recall strikes or Long-Range CAP. In addition carrier TFs may be located when they launch strikes and pilot radio chatter betrays their position. The more planes in the strike, the greater the chance it will reveal its home TFs position.



COMBAT AIR PATROL LAUNCHING CAP MISSIONS All aircraft may fly Combat Air Patrol (CAP) missions to protect a TF or airfield from enemy bombers. In order to launch CAP you should first move the map cursor over a carrier TF. Next press the letter (A, B, C, D) or place the mouse pointer over the carrier picture you want and click the left mouse button. You are now in the Flight Operations Display. Make sure you click on the fighter icon group and that it turns white in color. Move your fighters from the hangar deck to the flight deck. Select the MIS button or press the “H” key. Stop when the mission display box shows: “mission:CAP”. Use the launch buttons on the carrier deck or the “[“ or “]” keys to launch your CAP. A fighter group must be assigned a CAP mission before the fighters are launched. CAP aircraft may remain on station for an entire day (in reality a fraction of them would be landing, refueling, and launching each turn but this has been abstracted for playability). The Time in Air for a normal CAP group will remain at zero during daylight hours.



CAP EFFECTIVENESS CAP is at its peak effectiveness when it engages less than 3 enemy air groups per turn. CAP will start to lose effectiveness when forced to engage numerous enemy air groups in the same turn. Large fighter escorts protecting enemy bombers will be particularly effective at lowering CAP effectiveness. The Time in Air flag will be incremented to reflect CAP exhaustion. Normal CAP operating from an undamaged carrier will have its Time in Air flag reset to zero at the end of the next Orders Phase. SENDING LONG-RANGE CAP You may reassign “normal” CAP groups (those covering your own carrier TFs) to fly Long-Range CAP over other TFs. Move the map cursor to the TF you wish to protect and press “L”. When using a mouse, place the mouse pointer over the TF, click the left button, and then select LR-CAP from the Unit Menu. Next move the cursor/pointer to a carrier TF and press “F3” (or click the left button) to get the TF-CAP Display. Select the group you wish to fly Long-Range CAP. A delay period equal to the range between the two TFs divided by 2 must elapse before the LR-CAP arrives on station. The CAP will abandon their station and return to the carriers when Time in Air is greater than Endurance minus Range/2. Note: Aircraft on CAP missions can only be assigned to LongRange CAP if the range to the target is less than or equal to the aircraft’s endurance/2.



CAP AND DECK DAMAGE When an aircraft carrier has its flight deck damaged, CAP fighters based on that carrier will be eventually forced to land. The Time in Air flag will increment 1 for each turn the CAP is on station and 1 for each 90 enemy strike bombers engaged or 1 for every 30 enemy escort fighters engaged. The fighters will attempt to land when their Time in Air flag equals or exceeds the fighter’s Endurance. The Time in Air flag will reset to zero if the carrier’s flight deck is repaired. LANDING CAP Normal CAP may be ordered to land if its home carrier has not performed any launches during the turn. To land CAP press F3 to list the CAP over the current TF (with the mouse click the left button over the current TF and select LIST CAP from the Unit Menu). Select the CAP group you wish to land. The Carrier Landing Display will be shown on the screen. Click the arrow buttons or press Q or E to land some or all of the aircraft in the group. You may exit the menu by pressing the ESC key or the right mouse button. LANDING L-R CAP Long-Range CAP may be ordered to land after it has arrived over its objective TF. To land Long-Range CAP press F3 to list the CAP over the current (objective) TF (with the mouse click the left button over the current TF and select LIST CAP from the Unit Menu). Select the CAP group you wish to land. You may exit the menu by pressing ESC or the right mouse button. The CAP group will disappear from the CAP list and return to its home base/carrier like an air strike that has
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completed its mission. The returning CAP group may be viewed using the strike display functions. Recalling a Long-Range CAP mission will force the home TF to break radio silence. When a Long-Range CAP group is ordered to land, there is a chance its home TF will be detected. This detection will not occur if the LR-CAP returns to its carrier due to normal fuel restrictions.



AIR STRIKES LAUNCHING AIR STRIKES Air strikes may be formed to attack enemy ships or airfields. Air strikes are formed by launching bombers and fighter escorts while in the Flight Operations Display. Targets are assigned to the “current” strike by clicking the TGT-TF or TGT-AF buttons on the Flight Operations Display and then selecting from the list of eligible targets. Before launching aircraft, you should verify that the group has the proper mission assigned. When a group has aircraft in Ready-On-Deck status, you may assign it a new mission by clicking the MIS button or pressing “H”. When the correct mission (CAP, Search, or Strike) appears at the top of the Flight Operations Display, you are then ready to launch aircraft. You may place numerous air groups from different carriers in the same TF into a combined strike if you choose the same target. In the Mission Display box on the Flight Operations Display, you will see the type of aircraft and the number being launched currently, followed by a colon and a second number which is the total number of aircraft in the strike.
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SELECTING AIR STRIKE TARGETS Targets may be assigned to the current strike from the Map Display by typing Alt/S to target a TF or Alt/F to target an airfield or clicking the mouse over the current strike and selecting TGT-TF or TGT-AF from the Unit Menu (the current strike is the one displayed in the window below the map). To assign a target from Map Mode, make sure the correct strike is displayed in the window below the map; this is the current strike. Press Alt/S to assign a TF target or Alt/F to assign an airfield target. With a mouse, move the arrow to the strike’s location and click the button and select STRIKE-TF or STRIKE-AF from the menu. Select the desired target from the list of eligible targets on the Select Target Display. STRIKES WITH UNASSIGNED TARGETS An air strike is not required to have a target assigned on the turn it is launched. An unassigned strike will continue to orbit its parent carriers until a target is assigned. An unassigned strike may be launched on one turn and reinforced with additional aircraft on the next turn. After a strike exceeds 150 aircraft, it may no longer be reinforced with additional strike groups. When a strike has been assigned a target, it will start to move towards the target during the next Execution Phase. Aircraft that have been unassigned for two turns will attempt to land after the second turn if their home carrier is eligible to land aircraft. ARMING THE STRIKE The ordnance to be carried by strike aircraft must be determined before the armed and fueled aircraft are raised to the deck. You may cycle through the possible ordnance



selections by clicking the ORD button or pressing the “Y” key. Continue clicking the button or pressing “Y” until the desired ordnance is displayed in the Air Group box. A group’s ordnance may not be changed when it has aircraft in Ready-On-Deck status. When the weapon picture box shows no picture, selecting this will remove any weapons on the aircraft. Listed below are the types of ordnance allowed for each type of aircraft: Japanese: AIRCRAFT TYPE



AVAILABLE ORDNANCE



Fighter Bomber



250 kg Bomb, HE Bomb



Dive Bomber



250 kg Bomb, HE Bomb



Torpedo Bomber 250 kg Bomb, HE Bomb, Type 91 Torpedo* Medium Bomber 250 kg Bomb, HE Bomb, Type 91 Torpedo*



Allied: AIRCRAFT TYPE



AVAILABLE ORDNANCE



Fighter Bomber



500 lb Bomb, HE Bomb



Dive Bomber



500 lb Bomb, HE Bomb, 1000 lb Bomb*



Torpedo Bomber 500 lb Bomb, HE Bomb, Mk.13 Torpedo*# Medium Bomber 500 lb Bomb, HE Bomb, Mk.13 Torpedo*# Heavy Bomber



500 lb Bomb, HE Bomb, 1000 lb Bomb*



* Aircraft are considered to be “Heavily Loaded” when carrying 1000 lb Bombs or Torpedoes; otherwise they are considered to have a “Normal Load”. # British aircraft used the Mk.XII Torpedo



STRIKE MOVEMENT At the end of each turn, most normally loaded strikes will move toward their targets at a speed of two hexes per turn or 102 miles/six hexes every hour/3 turns (2-2-2). Strikes containing “heavily loaded” aircraft will move only 1 hex every third turn and two hexes on the other turns or 85 miles/5 hexes every hour/3 turns (2-2-1). Strikes containing “normally loaded” or “empty” TBD Devastators may never fly faster than the 85 mph or (2-2-1) rate. Strikes containing “heavily loaded” TBDs will only move 68 miles/4 hexes every hour/3 turns (2-1-1).



Note: The speeds described above are much slower than the actual cruising speed of the aircraft. The times required to “form up” and “maneuver into attack position” have been factored in to produce an average strike speed. LOCATING THE TARGET When an anti-ship strike enters a hex containing the target TF, the strike must attempt to locate the target before it can attack. If the target hex is overcast (there is a white cloud symbol in the hex), then there is a 67% chance that the target will be “obscured by clouds”. If the target is not obscured then the strike will successfully locate its target if: Random (25+Strike Aircraft) > Random (100Ships x 2)
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ATTACKING ALTERNATE TARGETS While moving, a strike may locate TFs other than their assigned target. Under certain circumstances the strike will attack a TF that is different than its assigned target. A strike will attack a different TF if:



combined into one force. At this point one or more of these combined forces will split off to attack the enemy TF. The strike may split if the encountered enemy TF meets any of the following requirements:



• the assigned target turns out to be a dummy. The strike will retarget the nearest sighted TF (which may be another dummy).



• Random (20) < CAP protecting TF



• the strike flies over and locates a TF that meets the requirements for an alternate target. A TF is determined to be a good alternate target if the number of aircraft in the strike is less than the number of ships in the enemy TF multiplied by the strike’s Time-in-Air. If the TF has no carriers in it then there is a 67% chance that the strike will ignore it, regardless of the above calculations. ATTACKING AIRFIELDS An anti-airfield strike will always locate its target unless it is obscured by clouds in which case there is a 67% chance that the target will be obscured. AIR GROUP SPLITTING OFF FROM STRIKE Whenever an aircraft’s Time in Air exceeds 55% of its Endurance, those aircraft will automatically jettison their ordnance, split off from the strike, and return to their parent carrier or airfield. Air strikes may be forced to split up when they encounter enemy TFs other than the one they are assigned to attack. If forced to split, all of the air groups from same carrier will be



AIRCRAFT DITCHING Whenever an air group’s Time in Air exceeds the aircraft’s Endurance, its aircraft will start to ditch in the following manner: Time in Air = Endurance + 1



1/5 of the aircraft ditch



Time in Air = Endurance + 2



2/5 of the aircraft ditch



• Random (100) < number ships



Time in Air = Endurance + 3



3/5 of the aircraft ditch



In determining which of the combined forces will split off, the strike will attempt to retain 36 aircraft for each carrier in the currently targeted TF and detach 36 aircraft for each carrier in the encountered enemy TF. If there are no carriers in the encountered TF, then at least one and sometimes two combined forces will be detached.



Time in Air = Endurance + 4



4/5 of the aircraft ditch



Time in Air > Endurance + 4



remaining aircraft ditch



• Contains 1 or more carriers



A strike that contains more than one type of bomber may lose its cohesion and one or more of its bomber elements may be separated from the strike. This will only happen if the strike contains TBDs, tac-bombers, or heavy bombers and some different type of bomber. When the above conditions exist, there will be a 10% chance each turn that a TBD, tac-bomber, or heavy bomber element will separate from the rest of a strike (and form a new strike with the same target). RETURN TO BASE/CARRIER When a strike has successfully attacked its target, then all of its air groups will return to their home base/carriers together. When a returning strike enters the hex with its home base/carriers, it will continue to circle until all its aircraft have either landed or ditched.



Whenever non-recon aircraft remain flying after dark (1900 hours) some of the aircraft will become lost and be forced to ditch. Air groups that remain flying after dark will lose 1/5 of their number on every third turn (once per hour on the hour). RECALLING A STRIKE A strike may be ordered to return to its home base before completing its mission. To recall the “current strike,” press Alt/K or click the left mouse button over the current strike and select RECALL STRIKE from the Unit Menu. The “recalled strike” will move the same as an unassigned strike. A recalled strike will move toward its home TF but will not automatically jettison its ordnance. A recalled strike may be reassigned a new target before it lands. Recalling a strike will force the strike’s home TF to break radio silence. When a strike is recalled, there is a chance the home TF will be detected.



AIRFIELDS Airfields are located on bases shown on the map with either American or Japanese flags displaying which player controls the base. The airfield’s aircraft missions are automatically controlled by the computer with a few exceptions explained below: • The computer controls launching CAP, Search, and Strike missions. However, once launched, you may change the Strike mission’s target by entering Strike Mode (if using a mouse ) and placing the map cursor over the strike. Next press Alt/S or click the left mouse button to bring up the Unit Menu and select STRIKE TF or STRIKE AF. Then you may select another target on the Select Target Display. • You may recall an airfield strike by entering Strike Mode (if using a mouse) and placing the map cursor over the strike. Press Alt/K or press the left mouse button to get the Unit Menu and then select RECALL STRIKE. • You may assign airfield aircraft on CAP missions to Long-Range CAP missions. Place the map cursor over the hex (TF or AF) you wish to place L-R CAP over. Press “L” or click the left mouse button to enter the Unit Menu. Select L-R CAP. Next move the map cursor over the airfield and press the “A” key or the left mouse button to list the CAP over the airfield. Select the Air Groups you wish to provide L-R CAP. When you place the cursor over an airfield you may access four different displays. Using a mouse you must click the left mouse button and bring up the Unit Menu first or if using
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the keyboard you may press one of the keys as shown below: • DISP AF SEARCH (T key) allows you to see the search patterns of the aircraft on Search missions. • LIST AF SEARCH (Y key) allows you to view the data on each of the Air Groups flying Search missions. The data displayed shows the Air Group designation, name, number of undamaged planes flying, number of damaged planes flying, and the Time-in-Air. • LIST AF CAP (O key) allows you to view the data on each of the Air Groups flying CAP missions. The data displayed shows the Air Group designation, name, number of undamaged planes flying, number of damaged planes flying, and the Time-in-Air. • EXAMINE AF on the Unit Menu. A list of all your air groups will be displayed showing the air group letter (A, B, C, D, etc.), the air group designation, the type of aircraft in the air group, the number of planes damaged (DA), the number of unready aircraft in the hangar (HG), the number fueled but not on runway (FU), and the number of readied planes on the runway (RD). To the right of the number of planes ready will be the armament that the planes are carrying: TP (Torpedo), AP (Armor Piercing 1000 lb), ap (Armor Piercing 500 lb or 250 kg), HE (High Explosive). It takes one turn to move aircraft from the hangar to be fueled and another turn to be put on the runway. When the map cursor is over an airfield, the name of the city or island will be displayed along with AF:xx where xx refers to the aircraft launch capacity of the airfield for a turn. For example, Midway has a capacity of 50 which means in any one 20 minute turn, the airfield can launch up to 50 planes. There is a hotkey command “Z” which allows you to view the aircraft on the next airfield.
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LANDING AIRCRAFT After you have completed your orders and ended your turn, the computer may perform Automatic Landing Operations (ALOs). ALOs will occur if there are returning aircraft waiting to land and the carrier did not perform any launches during the turn and aircraft On Deck is less than the FO limit. When aircraft land they will be immediately lowered to the hangar unless all Elevator Operations have been used up. There are two different ALO procedures the computer may use for landing aircraft: • Limited Deck Space Procedure is used if there are aircraft on deck at the start of the ALO phase. • A Clear Deck Procedure is used if the deck is clear at the start of the ALO phase.



LIMITED DECK SPACE PROCEDURE



This cycle will continue as long as both Elevator Operations and Landed are less than the FO limit (the Clear Deck Procedure does not add Landed to Elevator Operations when calculating the limit). When Elevator Operations are used up, aircraft may still land up to the On Deck limit. When Damaged Aircraft land, it costs 2 Landed operations.



EMERGENCY LANDINGS If a carrier is sunk or damaged, then aircraft assigned to that carrier may be forced to make an “emergency landing” on another carrier or airfield. Aircraft may divert if its home carrier has: • been sunk • flight deck damage of 2 or more • flotation damage of 67 or more • a fire level of 10 or more



A carrier will land a group of aircraft not to exceed the On Deck limit; the Landed and On Deck numbers will be incremented. If Elevator Operations remain, then those aircraft (just landed) will be immediately lowered, On Deck will be decremented, and Elevator Operations will be incremented. This cycle will continue as long as Elevator Operations plus Landed is less than the FO limit. If Elevator Operations have been used up, aircraft may still be landed up to the On Deck limit.



If any of the above requirements have been met, the aircraft may be diverted to another carrier or airfield if:



CLEAR DECK PROCEDURE:



• the aircraft is returning from a Long-Range CAP mission and has zero remaining endurance



A carrier will land a group of aircraft; the Landed and On Deck numbers will be incremented. If Elevator Operations remain, then those aircraft (just landed) will be immediately lowered, On Deck will be decremented, and Elevator Operations will be incremented.



• the aircraft is returning from a Strike mission and its remaining endurance is less than the fire level of the home carrier • the aircraft is returning from a Strike mission and its remaining endurance is less than the flight deck damage of the home carrier • the aircraft is returning from a Search mission and has zero remaining endurance



• the aircraft is flying a normal CAP mission and its time-in-air is greater than 9 turns.



Before an aircraft can be diverted there must be a friendly airfield or a friendly carrier within range. There are no restrictions on landing at a friendly airfield. If landing on a friendly carrier, the carrier must operate the same type of aircraft as those that are diverting. The diverted aircraft will be reassigned to one of the existing air groups at its new location. The aircraft may not divert if the plane types do not match up with those existing on the friendly carrier. When an aircraft carrier is sunk, all of its air groups may be reassigned to nearby friendly airfields. If this happens the groups will have no aircraft at the time they are reassigned. These groups may receive aircraft that were in the air when their carrier was sunk. Whenever the planes arrive at the airfield, they will be added to their assigned group. SPECIAL EMERGENCY LANDINGS Aircraft returning from Search or Long-Range CAP missions may be diverted to a different carrier if their home carrier is not eligible to land aircraft on that turn due to a full deck of planes, the carrier has already launched planes, or the flight deck is damaged. Aircraft that would otherwise be forced to ditch may make emergency landings on other carriers or airfields within 35 miles of their home carrier.



LANDING COMBAT AIR PATROL (CAP) Aircraft flying CAP missions will not normally be required to land during daylight hours. You must order your CAP aircraft to land before you can reassign them to other missions. To land CAP move the map cursor to the TF where the CAP is flying. Press F3 or with the mouse, place the mouse pointer over the TF and click the left mouse button
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and select LIST CAP from the Unit Menu. The CAP display will be shown listing all CAP groups over the TF. Select the letter of the group you wish to land. The CAP group display will be shown on the left of the screen with the carrier deck display in the center of the screen. You may move one aircraft from the CAP display to the carrier display by clicking the —> button or pressing “Q”. You may move all of the aircraft from the CAP display to the carrier display by clicking the —>> button or pressing “E”. A carrier may not land aircraft in excess of or in violation of the flight operation limits.



COMBAT AIR GROUP DISRUPTION CAP and strike air groups become disrupted when engaging in air-to-air combat or when attacked by enemy flak. Disruption is a percentage of “lost effectiveness.” Disruption will never exceed 90%. Disruption is gained differently for the following types of combat: CAP COORDINATION LOSS DISRUPTION When more than one CAP group is engaging an air strike, the first group will suffer no penalty. The second group will gain disruption points equal to the number of fighters in the first group. The third group will gain disruption equal to the number of fighters in the first two groups, etc. A CAP group will suffer coordination loss disruption before it engages in air-to-air combat. During 1944 Allied CAP groups will not suffer any coordination loss penalties. The Allies had developed an outstanding system of fighter direction by this time in the war.
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CAP VS. ESCORT COMBAT DISRUPTION When a CAP fighter group pairs off to fight an escort fighter group, the smaller of the two groups will receive 90% (maximum) disruption while the larger group receives disruption relative to the size of the smaller group.



Example: 12 Escort Zeros engage 20 Wildcats on CAP. The Zero group receives 90% disruption. The Wildcat group receives 60% (12/20) disruption. If a fighter group has received disruption in prior combat, its ability to disrupt enemy fighter groups will be reduced accordingly.



Example: 12 Escort Zeros with 0 disruption engage 20 Wildcats with 70% disruption. The Zero group receives only 50% disruption since the “effective” number of Wildcats is only 6 (20 reduced by 70%). The Wildcat’s disruption would be increased to the maximum of 90%. CAP VS. BOMBER COMBAT DISRUPTION CAP fighter groups receive 1% disruption for each enemy bomber they attack. Bomber groups receive 1% disruption for each enemy fighter that attacks them. The number of CAP that attacks the bombers is adjusted for CAP disruption before the bomber disruption is added. CAP groups receive 2% disruption for each non-torpedo bomber destroyed and 5% disruption for each torpedo carrying aircraft destroyed.



Note: Historically, torpedo carrying bombers attacked from very low altitude and attacking them placed CAP fighters in a poor tactical position. FLAK COMBAT DISRUPTION The target’s total flak strength will attack each bomber in the group separately. If the bomber



is not destroyed or damaged by the flak, then a disruption check is made for that bomber. The bomber group gains 2% (6% if the bomber is carrying a torpedo) disruption if: Random (Flak) > Random (Pilot Experience x Bombers in Group) If the bomber group gains disruption, a flak explosion will appear on the screen.



AIR-TO-AIR COMBAT When an air strike locates its target, it must engage enemy CAP fighters in air-to-air combat before attacking the TF/airfield. After the strike has attacked the target, there is a 1% chance that the CAP will again engage the strike. Each CAP fighter group will attack each strike air group in the following order: • Fighters • Fighter-Bombers • Dive Bombers



• Torpedo Bombers • Tac-Bombers • Heavy Bombers



the cannon and durability ratings are compared to determine if the plane is damaged or destroyed.



AIR-TO-SEA COMBAT During air to sea combat each bomber group in the strike will be subjected to flak attack and then the surviving bombers will select a target and attack with bombs or torpedoes. FLAK COMBAT Task Force Flak Strength is calculated by adding the flak ratings of each effective gun in the target TF. The effective flak strength of a ship is equal to the Number of Guns x Flak Rating x (100-Ship Damage Level)/100. Flak is halved between 1700 and 0700 hours. The amount of flak from airfield AA guns is reduced 10% per airfield damage level up to a maximum of 90%. Flak strength of ships is modified according to the nationality of the ship and the date of the scenario:



Fighter-bombers that are carrying bombs may jettison them if engaged in air-to-air combat. If fighter-bombers receive 33% or more disruption, then they will jettison their bombs and perform as escort fighters for the remainder of the air-to-air combat.



NATIONALITY/DATE



When CAP fighters engage escort fighters, they will pair off and engage the enemy on a one to one basis with any excess CAP/Escorts remaining unengaged (and undisrupted) for that combat. If there is more than one CAP group over the target, then an escort fighter group must engage each of them (one group at a time).



Flak Combat is resolved for each bomber in the strike. The bomber is hit if Random (6000) < Random (Flak Strength). If the aircraft is carrying a torpedo, a hit occurs if Random (4500) < Random (Flak Strength). If the aircraft is a heavy bomber, a hit occurs when Random (25000) < Random (Flak Strength). For each bomber hit by flak, a roll is made to determine if the bomber is damaged or destroyed. The bomber is only damaged if Random (100) < Random (Aircraft



In determining which aircraft are hit in air-toair combat, the dogfight ratings and pilot experience are compared. If a hit is determined,



Japanese Ship British Ship USN Ship (Jul-Dec 42) USN Ship (1943-1944)



FLAK MULTIPLIER



x 0.75 x 1.0 x 1.10 x 1.25
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Durability); otherwise the bomber is destroyed. If the bomber is not hit by flak, it may still be disrupted (see “Flak Combat Disruption” on page 38). SHIP TARGET SELECTION Ship target selection occurs after flak combat is concluded. The surviving bombers in the group break up into sub-groups of four with each sub-group selecting and attacking a single ship target. If the number of bombers in the group is not divisible by four, the last sub-group will have 1, 2, or 3 bombers. If a carrier TF is being attacked and a non-carrier target is selected, then the sub-group will consist of only one bomber. In the target selection procedure each ship type is assigned a Selection Value (SV) as listed below: SHIP TYPE



CV,CVL BB,BC CA,CL,CLAA,CS DD,DE,APD AP,AO



SELECTION VALUE



150 15 5 1 4



The chance of any ship being selected as a target is equal to the SV of the ship divided by the total SV of the target TF. SHIP EVASION RATINGS Ship Evasion Ratings are calculated by multiplying the speed of the target ship (reduced by damage) times the Ship Evasion Modifier for that type of ship. Ship Evasion Modifiers are listed below: SHIP TYPE



CV,CVL,BB,BC,CS CA,CL,CLAA DD,DE,APD AP,AO



EVASION MODIFIER



x3 x5 x6 x1
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AIRCRAFT ACCURACY RATINGS Aircraft Accuracy Ratings must be considered in the bomb/torpedo hit determination procedure. The higher the Accuracy Rating, the more accurate the plane type is in delivering its weapons. The Accuracy Rating for each type of aircraft are listed below: AIRCRAFT TYPE



fighter* fighter-bomber dive bomber torpedo bomber tac-bomber heavy bomber patrol bomber



ACCURACY RATINGS



5 9 8 7 1 8



• Random (100) > Random (Air Group Disruption) • Random (Adjusted Accuracy Rating*) > Random (1000)



WEAPON ACCURACY RATING Adjusted Accuracy Ratings are calculated by multiplying the Aircraft Accuracy Rating above times the Weapon Accuracy Rating of its bomb or torpedo. The higher the rating, the more accurate the weapon is. The Weapon Accuracy Rating is shown below: Mk-13 Torpedo Mk.XII Torpedo Type 91 Torpedo 1000 lb Bomb 500 lb Bomb 250 kg Bomb



HITTING THE TARGET In order to hit the target, the attacking bomber must pass 3 different accuracy checks as listed below: • Random (Pilot Experience) > Random (Ship Evasion Rating)



* Fighters cannot carry bombs or torpedoes.



WEAPON TYPE



1 point for each bomb carrying aircraft that preceded it in the strike resolution. A maximum of 10 disruption points will be removed in this manner.



ACCURACY RATING



22 34 42 60 60 60



COMBINED ARMS EFFECT Bomb carrying air groups will have their disruption reduced by 1 point for each torpedo carrying aircraft that preceded it and attacked in the strike resolution. Torpedo carrying air groups will have their disruption reduced by



If the bomber fails any of the three tests, the bomb/torpedo will fail to hit its target. * Adjusted Accuracy Ratings are calculated by multiplying the Aircraft Accuracy Rating above times the Weapon Accuracy Rating of its bomb or torpedo.



DAMAGE SHIP DAMAGE All ships in the game may suffer flotation damage and fires. Aircraft carriers may suffer flight deck damage. Ships receive primary damage whenever they are hit by a torpedo, bomb, or gun shell. Ships may receive secondary damage from fires or explosions resulting from fires. Ships may repair their damage and put out fires during the course of the game. ARMOR PENETRATION Shells, bombs, and torpedoes can cause much greater damage if they successfully penetrate a ship’s armor. An armor penetra-



tion has occurred if Random (Warhead) > Random (Armor). If the attacking weapon is a torpedo, then Armor is randomized for the purpose of determining penetration. The effects of penetration are covered in the Primary Damage section. The Warhead and Armor ratings are listed in the Charts & Tables on page 77. The Warhead ratings for aircraft weapons are shown below: WEAPON TYPE



Mk-13 Torpedo Mk.XII Torpedo Type 91 Torpedo 1000 lb Bomb 500 lb Bomb 250 kg Bomb HE Bomb



WARHEAD RATING



60 39 45 47 24 25 10



PRIMARY DAMAGE Whenever a ship is hit by any type of weapon, it will gain 1 flotation damage point before any other factors are checked. Carriers will receive 1 point of flight deck damage if Random (100) < Warhead. If the warhead penetrates the armor, the ship will receive the following additional flotation damage: Random (Warhead) x Random (40) / Durability There is a 5% chance that any penetration will be a “critical” hit. Critical hits will cause the above flotation damage to be doubled and an additional Random (20) fire points to be added. If the flotation damage for one hit exceeds 33, then the damage for that hit will be reduced to 33 and an additional Random (10) fire points will be added.
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A ship’s flotation damage level will never exceed 99. A damage level of 99 means the ship is sinking. STARTING FIRES Fires may be started whenever a ship receives a hit. When a hit occurs, three fire checks will be made before armor penetration is determined: • If Random (150) < Warhead then add 1 fire. • If Random (300) < Warhead then add 2 fires. • If Random (450) < Warhead then add 3 fires. The effects of these three checks are cumulative; thus it is possible to add 6 fire points to a ship without penetrating its armor. Additional fires may start if the armor is penetrated or if the ship is a carrier with readied aircraft aboard. Existing fires may spread and cause additional damage or explosions during the Repair Phase. SPECIAL CARRIER DAMAGE When an aircraft carrier is hit, the air groups aboard the carrier may suffer casualties. For each air group aboard the carrier there is a 33% chance of being hit. If a group is hit, then the ready, fueled, empty, and unready aircraft in that group may be affected as shown below: • If an air group is hit and the group has ready aircraft on deck, then 1/3 of those aircraft will be destroyed and 1/6 of the aircraft will be damaged. For each aircraft destroyed or damaged in this manner, 1 fire point will be added and there is a 33% chance that 1 point of flight deck damage will be added. • If an air group is hit and the group has fueled aircraft in the hangar, then 1/3 of those aircraft will be destroyed and 1/6 of
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them will be damaged. For each aircraft destroyed or damaged in this manner, 1 fire point will be added and there is a 33% chance that 1 point of flight deck damage will be added. • If an air group is hit and the group has empty aircraft in the hangar, then 1/20 of those aircraft will be destroyed and 1/20 will be damaged. No fires or flight deck damage will be added when empty aircraft are destroyed. If the group is hit and there are unready aircraft on deck (aircraft that have just landed), then 1/20 of those aircraft will be destroyed and 1/20 will be damaged. No fires or flight deck damage will be added when unready aircraft are destroyed.



Air Combat Mission Change If an Air Combat TF’s carriers are all sunk, then the TF’s Air Combat mission will be changed to a Surface Combat mission. SECONDARY DAMAGE Ships with fires raging on board may receive secondary damage during the Repair Phase of each turn. Ships with fires must first check to see if an Explosion has resulted. An Explosion will occur: • if Random (100) < Fire during May and June 1942 • if Random (175) < Fire during July through December 1942 • if Random (250) < Fire during 1943 and 1944 • if Random (100) < Fire during 1944 for Japanese Ships only When an explosion occurs the ship will suffer damage similar to a 1000 lb bomb hit but with an additional 5 + Random (15) fires being added.



Ships with fires burning will receive at least 1 flotation damage point each Repair Phase. If Random (100) < Fire, the ship will receive an additional flotation damage point. If a carrier has fires burning, then the ship will suffer an additional point of flight deck damage if: Random (100) < Flotation Damage. CRIPPLED SHIPS Ships with greater than 66% flotation damage are considered as “crippled”. Crippled ships will be automatically detached from their TF and move towards their home base. Crippled ships must continue towards their base even if their damage is repaired below the crippled level. One or two destroyers will usually be detached to escort the crippled ship. Crippled aircraft carriers may not perform Flight Operations.



Scuttling Crippled Ships You may scuttle any ship that has greater than 50% flotation damage. To scuttle a ship in the current TF, press the “G” key or click the right mouse button to list the ships in the TF. Select the ship you wish to scuttle. A “(S)cuttle Ship” message will appear at the bottom of the ship display. Press the “S” key or place the mouse pointer over the (S) on the display and click the left mouse button. A “Scuttle Ship Y/N” question will be displayed. You must press the “Y” key to confirm your desire to sink the ship. Scuttling a ship will give the enemy points for the ship being sunk. However, some advantages to scuttling heavily damaged ships are that the TF will move faster, a small TF that was detached to escort the ship will not be a sitting duck as it travels to its home base, and you could merge the remaining ships of a



detached TF into an existing TF without any loss in speed due to a heavily damaged ship.



AIRFIELD DAMAGE Airfields may be damaged by either naval or air bombardment. Damage for each type of attack is described below. DAMAGE FROM NAVAL BOMBARDMENT During the Naval Bombardment Phase, any Bombardment TF which is in its destination hex, will automatically bombard the enemy airfield. During naval bombardment the four largest ships in the bombarding TF will fire each of their primary guns four times. Each four shot salvo will land randomly in the target area. If the shot lands on some “critical” point of the airfield, then airfield or aircraft damage points will be added. The number of damage points added will vary with the size of the gun being fired. After the bombardment is completed, the level of airfield damage and the number of aircraft destroyed will be calculated. Ships firing during a naval bombardment will spend 2 ammunition points. DAMAGE FROM AIR BOMBARDMENT For airfield bombing attacks, the number of bombers that successfully release their bombs in the target area is equal to: Total Bombers x (100-Disruption)/100 x Bomber Experience/100 If the bomber is carrying HE Bombs, 500 lb Bombs, or 250 kg Bombs, then the number of bombs released is equal to the bomber’s load rating divided by 5. If the bomber is carrying 1000 lb bombs, then the number released is equal to the bomber’s load rating divided by 10. The bombs will land randomly
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in the target area. If the bomb lands on some “critical” point of the airfield, then airfield or aircraft damage points will be added. The number of damage points added will vary with the size and type of the bomb. HE bombs will cause twice as much damage to aircraft and buildings and half as much damage to runways compared to 500 lb or 250 kg AP bombs. After the bombing is completed, the level of airfield damage and the number of aircraft destroyed will be calculated.



SURFACE COMBAT Surface combat may occur when Surface Combat or Bombardment TFs occupy the same hex as an enemy TF. For surface combat to occur a Surface Combat or Bombardment TF must be eligible to initiate the combat. Surface combat may not be initiated by a TF if any of the following is true: • The TF is retiring due to mission completion, crippled ships, or a General Withdrawal ordered by the Supreme Commander. • One or more of the ships in the TF has less than 6 ammunition points remaining. • The TF was disrupted by an air strike on the previous turn. SURFACE COMBAT RESOLUTION Surface combat consists of one or more rounds in which each ship has a chance to fire. When surface combat begins, a starting range will be determined. During daylight turns the starting range will be equal to 20 + Random (15). During night turns the starting range will be 5+Random (15). After each round of combat, the range will be adjusted and another round will be fought if the TFs are still in range. During daylight the maximum range is 35 (thousand yards). During the night the maximum range is 20.
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Between rounds the new range is determined by comparing the convergence speed of the initiating TF with the withdrawal speed of the defending TF. If the convergence speed is greater than the withdrawal speed, then the new range will be less than the previous range. If the withdrawal speed is greater than the convergence speed, then the new range will be greater. If both TFs in a surface combat were eligible to initiate the combat, then both TFs will try to converge. The maximum range change between rounds is 10.



Example: A Surface Combat TF with a speed of 25 engages a Transport TF with a speed of 18 at a range of 22 for round 1. The range for round 2 would be 15 (22-25+18). During each round of combat the ships will pair off and fire at their opponent’s ships on a one for one basis. Any extra ships in the larger TF will select the best (usually the biggest) ship in the smaller TF. Ships will fire only those weapons that are in range of the enemy TF. Ships will spend 1 ammunition point each time their main guns are fired. Ships with torpedoes remaining will fire and expend one torpedo salvo each round. A torpedo salvo will consist of all, one half, or one forth of the total torpedoes a ship starts the scenario with. Listed below are the types of ships and numbers of salvoes they may fire: JAPANESE SHIPS



CA CL DD DE



# SALVOES ALLIED SHIPS # SALVOES



4 2 2 2



CL CLAA DD



2 2 1



Note: Most Japanese cruisers and destroyers carried extra torpedoes and had the ability to reload during a battle.



After one or more rounds of combat, the initiating TF may be forced to try to disengage. When this happens both of the TF will diverge at the maximum rate. The following factors will cause the initiating TF to disengage: • Any ship in the TF has less than 6 ammunition points after firing. • The range falls below 5 for a night battle or 10 for a daylight battle. • One or more ships in the initiating TF is sunk.



NAVAL BOMBARDMENT During the Naval Bombardment Phase, any Bombardment TF which is in its mission destination hex will automatically bombard the enemy airfield. During naval bombardment the four largest ships in the bombarding TF will fire each of their primary guns four times. Each four shot salvo will land randomly in the target area. If the shot lands on some “critical” point of the airfield, then airfield or aircraft damage points will be added. The number of damage points added will vary with the size of the gun being fired. After the bombardment is completed, the level of airfield damage and the number of aircraft destroyed will be calculated. Ships firing during a naval bombardment will spend 2 ammunition points.



UNLOADING TRANSPORTS During the Unloading Transports Phase, any transport which is in its mission destination hex will automatically unload one point of cargo per turn. A TF which is unloading has its movement points set to zero, which means the transport will not leave the hex until it has unloaded all of its cargo. Depending upon



the transport it may take up to three days to unload all the cargo. Mission points for unloading transports are still awarded to the player as long as the transports are unloading at the end of the battle.



SUBMARINE COMBAT Submarine attacks may happen at the end of each Execution Phase. Submarines for both sides are controlled by the computer. Submarines will never be displayed on the map. When a submarine contacts a TF, it will select a target and fire a spread of torpedoes. The submarine may then be attacked by destroyers in the TF. The following factors will reduce the threat of enemy submarines: • fast TFs will be harder to contact • fast ships will be harder to hit • more search planes will make a TF harder to contact (nearby submarines must dive to avoid detection) • moving in open sea hexes will make the TF harder to contact • more destroyers will make the target harder to hit and increase the chance of damaging or destroying the submarine • night turns will make a TF harder to contact Following each submarine attack the destroyers in the TF will counterattack. Points will be scored for each submarine damaged or destroyed.
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Use the up arrow, down arrow, “2”, or “8” keys to move around the menu. Press the key to select the highlighted choice. Using the mouse place the pointer in one of the boxes and click the left mouse button. Next place the pointer in the ACCEPT button box and click the left mouse button.



GENERAL WITHDRAWAL



END OF BATTLE



You are assigned the critical role of commanding your nation’s naval forces. If you suffer heavy carrier losses or your missions are completed or aborted, your navy’s Supreme Commander may order a General Withdrawal. When a General Withdrawal has been ordered, you can no longer control the movement of your TFs though you may still control their Flight Operations. When a General Withdrawal has been ordered, all of your TFs will automatically retire towards their home port.



A battle will end if any of the following conditions are met:



The following factors may cause a player’s forces to automatically withdraw from the battle area:



• When a player selects DECLINE before 0500 on the first day of a battle.



SAVE allows you to save your game at this point. Press the letter (a-e) or place the mouse pointer over one of the button boxes labeled (a-e) and click the left mouse button in order to save the game. You will return to the above menu.



The End of Battle screens will be displayed showing the following information:



SHOW LOSSES allows you to see the losses for the battle as described below:



• Date and Time



• Japanese aircraft destroyed for each aircraft type for the current battle and the campaign



• The player successfully completes a transport mission. This is accomplished by unloading 75% of his transport points. • The player scores 100 mission points for bombing/bombarding enemy bases. This will only result in a withdrawal if the player was not attempting a transport mission during the battle. • The player has fewer than 75 operational aircraft on his carriers after 2200 hours. • The player has no operational fleet carriers and less than 3 light carriers remaining. • More than one half of the player’s carrier strength has been critically damaged. A carrier is considered to be critically damaged if Flotation Damage + Flight Deck Damage x 10 is greater than 50.



• it is between 0200 and 0400 on the 4th day. • it is between 0200 and 0400 when either player is withdrawing. • it is after 2200 when both players are withdrawing. • When a player selects EARLY END and there are no strikes in the air and one of the players is withdrawing.



• Japanese Mission Points for the battle and the campaign • Japanese Damage Points for the battle and the campaign



NEW BATTLE allows you to begin a new battle for the next month.



• Allied aircraft destroyed for each aircraft type for the current battle and the campaign



• Allied Mission Points for the battle and the campaign



Press a key or click the mouse button to continue to the next menu which gives you the following information:



• Allied Damage Points for the battle and the campaign



• Japanese ships sunk and damaged



Press a key or click the mouse button to continue to the next menu which gives you the options listed next in the Home Port Phase.



• Date and Time



HOME PORT PHASE NEW BATTLE SAVE SHOW LOSSES END CAMPAIGN ACCEPT



• Allied ships sunk and damaged



• Japanese Mission Points for the battle and the campaign • Japanese Damage Points for the battle and the campaign • Allied Mission Points for the battle and the campaign



• Allied Damage Points for the battle and the campaign Press a key or click the mouse button to continue to the main menu above. END CAMPAIGN allows you to end the game. The following information will be displayed: • Japanese Total Points (Mission plus Damage) • Japanese screen display showing both normal carriers and burning carriers (for those that were sunk) • Allied Total Points (Mission plus Damage) • Allied screen display showing both normal carriers and burning carriers (for those that were sunk) • Date and Time • Japanese Mission Points for the battle and the campaign • Japanese Damage Points for the battle and the campaign • Allied Mission Points for the battle and the campaign • Allied Damage Points for the battle and the campaign Pressing a key or mouse button will return you to DOS. ACCEPT allows you to carry out the choice you have highlighted above. Press the key or place the mouse pointer in the ACCEPT box and click the left mouse button.
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REPAIR PHASE SHIP REPAIRS During each Repair Phase a ship may repair a maximum of 1 flotation damage point and put out a maximum of 1 fire. Carriers may repair a maximum of 1 flight deck damage point. A ship will repair 1 flotation damage point if Random (200) < Flotation Damage. A ship will put out 1 fire if Random (150) > Flotation Damage. A carrier will always repair 1 flight deck damage point per turn.



AIRCRAFT REPAIRS Damaged aircraft may be repaired during the 2200, 2220, 2240, 2300, 2320, and 2340 game turns. Each air group may repair 1 aircraft per turn; a maximum of 6 aircraft may be repaired during the night.



AIRFIELD REPAIRS One airfield damage point will be repaired every six hours. Repairs will occur at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 hours.



SCORING The scoring system is divided in two categories: Mission Points and Damage Points. Mission Points are scored for successfully unloading transports and bombing or bombarding enemy airfields. Damage Points are scored for damaging or sinking enemy ships. 1. One Mission Point is scored for each cargo point unloaded at a Transport TFs destination. 2. Ten Mission Points are scored for each enemy airfield damage level that occurs during the battle. If the airfield is Port Moresby,
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Henderson Field, or Rabaul, then 25 Mission Points per damage level will be scored. Airfield damage may be caused by either Naval or Air Bombardment. 3. When playing a Campaign, a player will score 1000 Mission Points if his opponent is unable to fight that month due to shortage of aircraft carriers. A player will score 1000 Mission Points if his opponent declines the battle. 4. If your opponent declines the battle or you choose Early End when your Bombardment TF is not withdrawing and the enemy is withdrawing, then you receive the following mission points: 30 points per BB; 20 points per CA, CL, and CLAA; and 10 points per DD. 5. If your opponent declines the battle or you choose Early End and your Transports are not withdrawing, you will receive 1 mission point for every cargo point in your Transport TF. 6. Damage Points equal to Capacity x 10 will be scored for sinking an enemy aircraft carrier. Damage points equal to Durability x 2 will be scored for sinking an enemy combat ship. Damage Points equal to Durability will be scored for sinking an enemy auxiliary ship. 7. Damage Points equal to Durability x Damage / 100 will be scored for damaging an enemy ship. 8. If you outscore your opponent by at least one point, you will receive a Marginal Victory. If you outscore your opponent by a 2-1 margin, you will receive a Decisive Victory. If the score is equal, the Japanese win a Marginal Victory. If your opponent outscores you by at least one point, he will receive a Marginal Victory. If your opponent outscores you by a 2-1 margin, he will receive a Decisive Victory.



CAMPAIGN PROGRESS



TUTORIAL



Campaign progress can be measured by the construction of Allied bases in the South Pacific area. Japanese success in completing missions and preventing the Allies from completing their missions may delay the Allied advance. The following will affect the delay in Allied progress:



Following is a detailed description of a few game turns of CARRIER STRIKE. It is assumed that you have already installed the game and have gone through the opening screens and are at the Setup Menu. Although the tutorial will assume you are playing with a mouse, the corresponding keyboard commands will also be noted in parentheses.



• add 1 month delay if the Japanese complete a transport mission. • add 1 month delay if the Japanese score 100 mission points for bombarding airfields and no Japanese transport missions were attempted. • add 1 month delay if a month is skipped because Allied carriers are unavailable. • subtract 1 month delay if the Allies complete a transport mission. • subtract 1 month delay if the Allies score 100 mission points for bombarding airfields and no Allied transport missions were attempted. • subtract 1 month delay if a month is skipped because Japanese carriers are unavailable.



At the Setup Menu place the mouse pointer over the box labeled Midway and click the left mouse button (press the down arrow or “2” key once). Move the mouse pointer over to the ACCEPT box and press the left button (press key). You will now be playing the Midway scenario against the Japanese computer at the Even Help level. The Sound/Delay Menu will now be displayed. Place the mouse pointer over the box labeled HIGH and click the left button (press the right arrow or “6” key once and then press the down arrow or “2” key three times). Place the mouse pointer over the ACCEPT box and click the left button (press key). The randomized battle screen should now be displayed. Place the mouse pointer over the NO box and click the left button (press “N” key). You should now see the Allied Top Secret screen. Click the right button (press the space bar). Next is displayed your mission for the battle which is to engage enemy forces operating in the Midway area. Click the right button (press the space bar) to continue.
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The Options Menu is now displayed. Place the pointer over ORDERS and click the left button (press the up arrow or “8” key three times). Place the pointer over ACCEPT and click the left button (press key). The map is displayed with the cursor on top of a double ship icon. The text window shows that you are in TF MODE with the cursor at location 50, 25. The cursor is currently over TF51 which is an Air Combat TF comprised of two aircraft carriers. At the far right is a compass showing you that your TF is heading west. Since you have a double ship icon you know there is at least another TF in the hex. Place the pointer over STAK and click the left button (press the space bar). TF52 which also is an Air Combat TF comes up. Click the left button again (press space bar) to return you to TF51. Place the pointer over the carrier picture labeled “A” and click the left button (press “A” key). The Flight Operations Display for the carrier Enterprise is displayed. At the left are four Air Groups labeled as shown below: A Fighter 6 F4F Wildcat B Scout 6 SBD Dauntless C Bomber 6 SBD Dauntless D Torpedo 6 TBD Devastator Currently the “A” Fighter 6 planes and Air Group box are in white showing you these are the planes that you can now access. Place the pointer over the “B” Scout 6 box and click the left button (press “B” key). The “B” Scout 6 box now turns white and a different group of planes turns white. Press the “?” key to see the keyboard commands for the
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various boxes. Place the pointer over the middle box with 2 up arrows labeled “R” and click the left button (press “R” key). Nineteen planes of the Scout 6 Air Group just moved to the top hangar area. The planes have just been fueled. Note that the Fuel Operations clock is over half used. Place the pointer in the ORD box and click the left button (press “Y” key). To the right of the ORD box is the weapons box which now shows a picture of a 500 lb bomb. Note that the Scout 6 Air Group box also displays the 500 lb bomb. Click the left button again (press “Y” key). HE bombs now appear in both areas. You have now armed your nineteen planes with HE weapons. Place the pointer back over the “A” Fighter 6 Air Group box and click the left button (press “A” key). Place the pointer over the rightmost box on the hangar deck marked with one up arrow with “E” in the box. Click the left button (press “E” key). One white fighter plane was just fueled and moved to the top hangar area. Click the left button six more times (press “E” six more times) to bring an additional six fighters up to the top hangar area. Place the pointer over the ESC box and press the left button (press ESC key). You are now back to the map. Place the pointer over the ZOOM box and click the left button (press the F1 key). You will now see the map scale change so you can see much more of the map. Place the pointer over the American flag near the bottom of the screen and click the left button (use the down arrow or “2” key to move the cursor). The text window should show the cursor at LOC: 50 35 over the island of Midway. In the text window is also displayed AF:50 which means that Midway can launch up to 50 planes in any one turn from the airfield. Press the left



mouse button. You will see the Unit Menu displayed. Place the pointer over DISP AF and click the left button (press “F” key). You will now see the airfield display of its Air Groups listed from A-J. Place the pointer over the “H” next to Patrol Sqn 23 and click the left button (press “H” key). You will now see the details of Patrol Sqn 23. Press the right button twice (press ESC or space bar twice) to exit the last two window displays. Place the pointer over the ESC box on the map display and click the left button (press “Q” key). The Options Menu should now be displayed. Place the pointer in the END TURN box and click the left button (press the down arrow or “2” key). Place the pointer over the ACCEPT box and click the left button (press key) in order to end your turn. You will see various messages appear on the screen until your next turn. Place the pointer in the ORDERS box in the Options Menu and press the left button if ORDERS is not already highlighted in yellow. Place the pointer over the ACCEPT box and press the left button (press the key). It is now the 0440 turn. TF51 should be shown on the map with the cursor over it. Place the pointer in the SW quadrant on the compass, which is located to the far right side of the text window. Click the left button (press the “ 
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